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Abstract
This dissertation has an introduction and two chapters. In the first chapter I study
the prospectus presented during the initial public offering using a statistical approach of natural language processing. I also explore firm and market determinants of tone. Particularly, I am interested in the interaction between CEO and
underwriters, the ones in charge of writing the prospectus. I also explore the idea
of agents timing the tone. Current and market expectations affect the tone used at
the moment of writing the document.
In the second chapter I study the relation between uncertainty in tone used
in the prospectus and IPO performance in Latin America. I set up a situation
in which a potential investor is collecting information to decide about an initial
public offering. More specific, I study the complementary vs substitute idea between governance traits and uncertainty tone. How much meaning in language
can strengthen governance traits affecting IPO valuation?. I finally focus my attention in a very particular characteristic of Latin American firms and study the
implications of being a family firm in IPO performance.
Studying initial public offerings in Latin America for the period 2000-2014, a
number of results become apparent from the analysis. I find empirical evidence
of the role CEO and underwriters play in the construction of the prospectus. For
those firms in which the manager is part of the board, the average variation in tone
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is much higher (13.78%) than for those firms in which the manager is separated
from the board. The results also indicate that for those firms going public in which
the manager is part of the board, the role of the underwriters is moderated and
average tone change goes from 1.76% to 0.04%. The coefficient on the number of
underwriters is also positive and significant in explaining the change in tone.I test
the nonlinear relation between the number of underwriters and tone. The empirical results suggests that an increase in the number of underwriters have, at first,
a positive effect in tone change but too many of them can generate the opposite
result.
Concerning language contribution to IPO valuation. I find empirical evidence
of the relationship between uncertainty of tone with current market situation and
future expectations. The results found seem to indicate that written text in an IPO
prospectus interiorizes firm and market expectations contributing to IPO valuation.
I explore the role of firm level governance traits to see how much these variables
can affect IPO valuation in Latin America. In this work I find none of firm governance variables are statistically linked with first-day returns of Latin American
IPOs. When interacting with uncertainty in tone, firm governance traits become
significant in explaining underpricing. This empirical result sheds light about how
these two firm level decisions can affect IPO valuation. This is an interesting result
if we consider the recent efforts in the region to improve a legal environment and
the poor development of capital markets (Chong and López-de Silanes, 2007).
Finally, I explore the role of family firms in Latin American IPOs. Although not
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significant, the average underpricing for family firms is slightly higher than for not
family firms. When uncertainty in tone interacts with a family firm type, I find
that for non family firms, the slope coefficient of uncertainty results positive and
significant in explaining underpricing. For family firms, this slope coefficient is
still positive but much lower than form family firms. This result indicates somehow a favorable situation for family firms in Latin America facing lower levels of
underpricing than non family firms. I interpret this situation as a reputation effect
of family on market valuation.
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Introduction

Going public can be a very particular moment in a firm´s life. The reasons to go
public are different. Some of them are explicit, such getting capital to strengthen
investment policy, mainly capital expenditures and acquisitions, (Celikyurt et al.,
2010, Kim and Weisbach, 2008) or changing its capital structure. Some other reasons are not so explicit like gaining market liquidity (Brau and Fawcett, 2006),
shareholder diversification (Bodnaruk et al., 2006) or even to send signals of good
quality and gain market share (Chemmanur and He, 2011, Chod and Lyandres,
2011).
Regardless the reason to go public, agency problems are greater once the entrepreneur decides to sell some part of the firm to outsiders (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). The first problem comes as an adverse selection since the potential
investors lack information about the real firm value and managers might decide
not to reveal what they know about it. This asymmetry of information can result
1

in over or under optimistic estimates of future returns by one of the parties and its
level will be determined by the difference between offer and first-day market price.
Moral hazard agency problems, the second type of problems, come when the
manager, due to information asymmetry, evades responsibilities and incentives to
work hard for shareholders´ interests. Managers can not only exert insufficient
effort but also misbehave doing extravagant investments, implementing entrenchment strategies or self dealing (Tirole, 2006). The mechanisms to control manager
misbehavior are associated with an appropriate monitoring or even by the level of
managerial ownership since the last one is somehow associated with more value
enhancing actions by managers.
These facts affect liquidity of the market increasing the cost of capital for firms
participating in it. Issuing firms know this fact ex ante and will try to reduce information asymmetry sending signals to the market (Healy and Palepu, 2001). This
process is, at least in theory, supported by a legal environment facilitating information production. Different authors have studied the effect of governance rules
on IPO underpricing in emerging economies.
Deb and Marisetty (2010) study the inclusion of an IPO rating system in the
Indian market and show that rating the IPOs reduces on average the underpricing
and improves liquidity in the secondary market. In a similar vein, Ekkayokkaya and
Pengniti (2012) analyze the effect of governance reforms on IPO issues in Thailand. Similar to the Indian case, Underpricing is also reduced after the reform.
What results interesting in this case is that for those cases in which insiders have
absolute control, information disclosure is not affected by the reform which, in
words of the authors, represent some limitations of governance reforms to improve
investor protection. Hearn (2011) analyses the west African market in which enterprises, depending on the country, are under civil or common law system. The
author finds that not all global governance mechanisms inherited are useful in reducing information asymmetries.
The implementation of governance reforms also affects more developed markets. Akyol et al. (2014) use a sample of 3677 European IPOs to demonstrate that
on average underpricing declines once a corporate governance reform has been im2

plemented. Johnston and Madura (2009) analyze the effect Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002 had on the level of underpricing in the US and Canadian market. The act
intended to reduce the information asymmetry of initial public offerings reducing valuation uncertainty. The authors find a reduction in the level of underpricing post-SOX. For the Canadian market, not subject to SOX, there is no observed
change in the level of underpricing after SOX.
The creation of a favorable institutional environment does not necessarily implies a reduction in underpricing. Chambers and Dimson (2009) analyze the level
of underpricing during the inter war period for the London Stock Exchange an find
that although different reforms were implemented in order to improve investor
protection, the level of underpricing increased as a result of a reduction in the level
of trust among the agents (investors, issuers and sponsors).
At a cross-country level, Daouk et al. (2006) calculate a capital market governance index for twenty two developed and ten emerging markets. For the period
1969 - 1998, the authors conclude that countries improving the index present a
reduction in IPO underpricing. Similarly, Engelen and van Essen (2010) use information concerning 2920 IPOs from twenty one countries for the period 2000
- 2005 to analyze how the legal framework of each country is associated with the
level of IPO underpricing. The authors state that ten percent of the variation in the
level of underpricing comes from country-specific characteristics.
As previously said, an improvement in the legal system reduces the level of underpricing. Similarly, Boulton et al. (2010) use a sample of 4462 IPOs from 29
countries from 2000 to 2004 to study the effect of country-level differences in governance systems on underpricing and IPO firm valuation. Their results support
the idea that underpricing is higher in those countries with better investor protection. Underpricing is associated with higher ownership dispersion and is offset
with higher market prices for going-public firms in the presence of better governance.
R. Bell, C. Moore (2008) analyze foreing IPOs that were listed in American
stock exchanges during the period 1997 to 2004 and find that initial public offer-
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ings coming from countries that protect the economic freedom ¹ are less underpriced than the ones coming from countries with less economic freedom. How
protected investors are in the home country and the legal environment faced in
the host country become key elements in the performance of foreign IPOs (Moore
et al., 2010).
In a subsequent work, Bell et al. (2012) study the effect home country legal
institutions and corporate governance have on foreign IPO performance. Using a
sample of 202 foreign IPO firms on U.S. and U.K. stock exchanges, the authors find
that home country legal institutions significantly determine the IPO performance
in both markets. This performance is also supported when outside investors perceived a reduction of agency problems due to independent boards. In general,
the performance of foreign IPOs depends on the institutional environment of the
home and host country and the firm-level governance among others. In general,
I can state that the improvement of governance rules at a country level reduces,
at a certain point, the IPO underpricing and enhances the post-IPO performance
of the firm. The adoption of global governance mechanisms not always result in a
reduction of information asymmetries and improvement in investor protection.
Strengthening the institutions is then a major concern in Latin America if we
consider the role capital markets development plays in economic growth (Levine,
2005). de la Torre and Schmukler (2007) and Chong and López-de Silanes (2007)
analyze the evolution of capital markets in Latin America after reforms. The authors find the region running behind other emerging markets, mainly Asian, in
terms of capital market development. Despite the intense reforms undertaken during the nineties (including privatizations and pension reforms), and the efforts to
stabilize the macroeconomic environment, capital markets in Latin America are
still illiquid, small and highly concentrated ². In this work I study the effects of
¹According to Bell and Moore, a very critical factor to determine the legitimacy of a foreign
IPO is the “perceived liberty of a given nation’s market”. This economic freedom is understood
as “the degree to which a nation’s government exerts constraints or coercion on the production,
distribution, or consumption of goods and service and serves as an increasingly crucial component
of the macroeconomic and institutional environment” (Doucouliagos, 2005).
²Latin America has run behind others in terms of regulatory environment showing poor development of its capital markets compared to others. Despite the regulatory reforms implemented
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governance at a country level on Latin American initial public offerings for the period 2000 - 2014.
If reforms are not enough, firms can develop mechanisms in order to attract
capital from investors (Chong and López-de Silanes, 2007). Firm-level decisions
such governance and the type and quality of information disclosure can be used to
reduce information asymmetry and better value assets, compensating the lack of
regulation and helping the development of capital markets (La Porta, R., Lopezde-Silanes, F., Shleifer, 2006).
Shleifer and Vishny (1997) defines corporate governance as the ways in which
insiders can credibly commit to return funds to outside investors. The most common corporate governance mechanisms studied are top management team, underwriter and audit committee reputation, post-IPO share retention, presence of
venture capitalists, managerial incentives, IPO lockups and boards (composition,
leadership structure, reputation, size). In the coming paragraphs, I review the main
findings about the relation between corporate governance and initial public offerings ³.

during the nineties, the number of firms participating in the market has decreased from 1548 in
1990 to 1099 in 2012. This fact might be explained in part by the wave of mergers and acquisitions experienced in the region during the nineties. Although the size of the stock market in terms
of listed companies shows on average little growth for the region, the stock market capitalization
for the six countries has grown during the last years. This increase in stock market capitalization
is supposed to improve the flow of information, reduce transaction costs and facilitate resource
allocation affecting positively economic growth.
³A first approach to review the literature of corporate governance and initial public offerings
can be found in Certo et al. (2009). These authors concentrate on four topics (corporate governance, upper echelons, social influence, and innovation) and explore mainly management and entrepreneurship journals. The authors based their review on corporate governance and initial public
offerings on the limited role disclosure plays to reduce information asymmetry and solve adverse
selection and moral hazard problems, the different effects of ownership on price and the benefits
of founder-CEOs during the IPO. Other efforts to study the relationship between corporate governance and initial public offerings can be found in Zattoni and Judge (2012). This book presents
an international perspective of the relationship between corporate governance and initial public
offerings. The book includes twenty one developed and emerging economies, studying its characteristics during the period 2006 – 2008.

5

1.1 Corporate governance to signal the market
As stated before, firms can send signals to the market concerning their major traits
and expected performance in order to reduce the adverse selection and moral hazard problems while going public. Certo et al. (2001) study particularly the way
board composition, board leadership structure, board reputation and board size
can mitigate the information asymmetry presented when firms go public and its
effects in underpricing. In general, the authors state that boards send a signal to
future investors reducing the uncertainty and so the underpricing. In a subsequent
work, Certo and Daily (2003) suggest a symbolic role of boards in sending a signal to the market of future performance of the firm. To Certo, board structure is
used, as non financial information by investors when making decisions. Cohen
and Dean (2005) use a sample of 884 IPOs from 1998 to 1999 to show the effect
top management team legitimacy has on IPO underpricing. This legitimacy of the
top management team is taken as a non financial signal of economic potential of
the firm under uncertainty. The authors find that a higher level of legitimacy of the
top management team is associated to lower IPO underpricing.
Baker and Gompers (2003) study board size and board composition of 1116
IPOs and find some particular traits for the sample studied. They find that the
presence of venture capitalists is associated negatively with the level of insiders
and positively with outsiders as members of a board. To them, the bargaining relationship between CEOs and outside shareholders affect the composition of the
board. A powerful CEO is negatively associated with the number of outsiders and
positively related with the level of outside investors.
Li and Naughton (2007) study the relationship between board characteristics
and short and long term return of IPOs in China. Using a sample of 280 Chinese
IPOs for the period January 1999 to December 2001, the authors find, in general,
no evidence of significant power of board characteristics such proportion of outsider in board, separation between CEO and chair, and board size on IPO returns.
The only significant variable (at a ten percent) is board size. In the long term, the
authors report a positive and significant relationship between separation of CEO
6

and chair and IPO return. Changes in board size and board composition do not
have influence on long-term performance. Overall, the literature studied is no conclusive about the effect insiders and outsiders have on performance.
Chahine and Filatotchev (2008) study the combined effects of two firm-level
signals, information disclosure and board characteristics. The authors find that
board independence has a positive effect on the offer price while the information
disclosure presents a nonlinear relationship since disclosure, at first, can be taken
as a way to reduce information asymmetries but too much of it may be seen as
“putting proprietary advantage at risk”. Filatotchev and Bishop (2002) study initial
public offerings in UK and find that the presence of non executive directors can
reduce IPO underpricing. The presence of nonexecutive directors indicates a level
of independence of the board and is considered at the moment of valuing the firm.
The idea of governance structure affecting the initial valuation made by investors
and future operating performance of firms is corroborated by Hartzell et al. (2008)
who analyze a sample of initial public offerings for real investment trusts and find
that managerial incentives through inside ownership and the inclusion of variable
compensation are important determinants of initial valuation and future operating
performance.
The dominant position of insiders in boards after going public can also affect the
performance of the firm since insiders can undertake projects against outsiders.
Kroll et al. (2007) consider the presence of insiders, particularly top management
team, advantageous to young firms. Their tacit knowledge and their position inside the firm are taken as positive concerning expected performance. This idea is
supported by Le et al. (2013) who established a relationship between the level of
outsiders in the board and the attrition of the top management team. The decision
to go public demands from companies to incorporate outsiders to their boards ⁴.
The presence of these outsiders can deteriorate the development of human capital
(top management team) inside de firm and the successive IPO performance.
⁴For example, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 demands an increase monitoring role exerted
by independent directors. The Dood-Frank act of 2010 states that the compensation committee
must be composed by independent members.
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In a multiagent setting, Arthurs and Hoskisson (2008) explore the interaction of
board insiders, venture capitalists and underwriters during an initial public offering. They find lower underpricing when insiders have great participation on boards
of directors. To the authors, insiders strengthen monitoring against short-term oriented agents. Additionally, the authors explore other variables such as membership experience and age of insiders. Membership experience and age are negatively
related with underpricing.
Signaling can also come via the reputation of the agents involved in an initial
public offering. Ding and Pukthuanthong (2013) Use a sample of 129 family firms
in Taiwan and find that managerial practices such as hiring a prestigious underwriter can improve IPO performance reducing the underpricing. Variables such
presence of independent directors and post-IPO share retention make monitoring more effective reducing also underpricing. Using a sample of 246 Canadian
IPOs, Bédard, J. Coulombe, D. Courteau (2008) present evidence of audit committees as a signal. The presence of the audit committee itself does not reduce the
level of underpricing unless it is independent enough and with expertise.
Loureiro (2010) presents evidence of underwriter reputation to signal initial
public offerings in cross listing. Studying Initial public offerings (going public in
two markets at the same time) and seasoned equity offerings (first at home then
foreign) for the period 1980 to 2004, the author finds evidence of the bonding
hypothesis stating that when a firm is coming from a country with low shareholder
protection the probability of hiring a reputable underwriter is higher. The trade-off
will be between higher valuation and higher underpricing of these firms.
Lee and Masulis (2011) study the way how the reputation of financial intermediaries such as investment banks and private equity investors (venture capitalists)
can restrain the increase of earnings reported before the initial public offering ⁵. In
general, the authors state that a higher level of reputation of the IPO underwriter
and the private equity investors can reduce the decision to raise reported earnings
⁵The authors define this practice as earnings management (EM). It is well-known that accounting information is used by investors in order to set up the offering price of an IPO so managers in
private firms can decide to manipulate the statements to affect the offer price.
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made by managers before going public.
Decisions such as staying in business signals future expectations about the firm.
Arthurs and Busenitz, L, Hoskisson, RE, Johnson (2009) study the effect of lockup
IPOs in underpricing. Overall, lockup periods can be used as a signal to the investors in cases in which there is no other signal of quality (underwriter prestige
or venture capitalist backing). The lockup period reduces underpricing but comes
at a cost since illiquid wealth held by insiders will make them take riskier actions
if things go wrong.
Brav and Gompers (2003) test three potential explanations for the use of lockup IPOs. Following Leland and Pyle (1977), the first hypothesis states that the
usage of lock-ups is a signal of the quality of the firm. The second hypothesis is
oriented to the usage of lock-ups as a way to reduce moral hazard problems. Finally,
the third hypothesis is associated with the possibility investment banks have to get
additional compensation from the issuers if the latter wants to sell equity before the
expiration of the lock-up. Using a sample of 2749 IPOs for the period 1988 to 1996,
the authors find evidence for the signaling hypothesis (commitment device).
Executive compensation plans might also serve as a signal to predict the value of
a firm. Certo and Daily (2003) examine how IPO investors react to executive compensation with stock options and to the amount of equity in their hands. Overall,
the results support the idea that firm valuation, made by IPO investors, is positively associated with stock option compensation and it is enhanced by the level
of equity in CEOs´ hands. Liao et al. (2014) study the market in Taiwan and find
that the presence of venture capitalists can mitigate the agency problems typically
observed in emerging economies (ownership concentration and a lack of minority
shareholder protection). The authors state that not only the excess control problem in IPO firms is controlled but also the likelihood of facing financial difficulties
is less for IPO firms backed by venture capitalists.
In summary, different firm-level governance traits can be used to mitigate the
adverse selection and moral hazard agency problems faced by a firm at the moment of going public. In the first case the need is to validate the information during the initial public offering. Typical mechanisms used are the quality of the top
9

management team, the underwriter and audit committee reputation, and the presence of venture capitalists. In the second case, interest alignment during and after the initial public offering is signaled via managerial incentives, IPO lockups,
and boards (composition, leadership structure, reputation, size). Corporate governance seems to play a role in reducing the information asymmetry reflected in
the level of underpricing and the post-IPO performance.
In this work I explore the idea in which corporate governance is not so relevant
as a signal to future investors since it is a precondition to the enter the market. Take
as an example the Brazilian market in which firms decide which corporate governance segment want to be (level one, level two, Novo Mercado, Bovespa Mais or
Bovespa Mais level two). The selection of the segment depends on the type of
asset offered and the firms are required to adjust its legal and governance structure such as board size and number of independence directors. Instead, I explore
the interaction effect between corporate governance and meaning in information
disclosure.

10

1.2 Managerial scope and managerial ownership
So far I have reviewed the role board of directors, agent reputation, the decision
to stay (lockups) and executive compensation play in an initial public offering. In
what follows I present in more detail the literature concerning managerial scope
and managerial ownership. These two topics are particularly important in Latin
America due to ownership concentration and the role of family and institutional
investors ⁶.
1.2.1 Managerial scope
Certo and Covin (2001) state that IPO underpricing is affected by the fact of having founders as CEOs. As an example, a founder CEO can be seen as someone
lacking experience by a risk-averse underwriter so there will be a lower firm valuation representing a higher amount of money left on the table. Nelson (2003)
shows evidence about the influence of CEO founders during the IPO. Although
no causal relationship can be assumed, the authors find association between the
presence of CEO founders and certain governance traits such as more board insiders and higher level of founder ownership through IPO. Concerning valuation,
the author finds that founder-led firms have higher premium of stock price which
might be interpreted as less underpricing to this type of firms.
Another explicit example of the influence of managers is observed during the
internet bubble, when huge levels of underpricing were present. Ljungqvist and
Wilhelm (2003) document the way insider ownership declined plus a change in
selling behavior ⁷ affected the level of monitoring and increased de underpricing
during the period 1996 – 2000. Yet, Lowry and Murphy (2007) cannot find evidence over this relationship to the US market. What they do find is that firms with
better corporate governance, grant CEOs with fewer IPO options.
⁶According to Claessens and Yurtoglu (2013), the largest shareholder in Latin America can
hold even more than 60%. Non-voting and dual-class shares are common.
⁷Mainly, what the authors present is a reduction in the level secondary sales of existing shares
of insiders and special programs providing insiders the chance to purchase shares at the IPO offer
price.
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Jain and Tabak (2008) see the decision of going public as a critical moment
in firm´s life and the choice of CEO post-IPO as a signal of future performance.
The authors study how factors such founder characteristics, governance structure,
size of founding team, ownership structure, top management independence, demand for equity financing and extent of capital influence the probability of founder
CEO at IPO. Their results indicate that all these variables influence the presence of
founder CEO at IPO. Gao and Jain (2011) study the effect founder CEO can have
in the post-IPO performance of a firm, particularly in high technology industry.
For other industries, the authors do not find evidence of higher long-term performance of firms led by founder CEO. Contrary, for high technology firms there
is a superior performance of founder CEO led IPO firms. This result might shed
light about the idea that founder CEOs are more prepared to undertake innovation
strategies (Jain and Tabak, 2008).
After, Gao and Jain (2012) study the role of founder CEOs in mitigating agency
problems appearing when going public and after IPO outcomes in the market of
corporate control. The post-IPO manager and her level of power to the board is,
to the authors, a critical element of corporate governance at the moment of going
public. They ask if a founder CEO will assume anti takeover strategies in order to
protect shareholders´ interests. In general, they state that the benefits a firm can get
in the market of corporate control are enhanced by the presence of a founder CEO.
Chahine and Goergen (2011) present evidence on how powerful CEOs, who are
also founders or members of the board, can get benefits with IPO underpricing, if
their compensation plan is granted with IPO options. Additionally, they argue that
venture capitalists are willing to underprice IPOs to gain reputation in the market.
Social and family ties of the top management team with the board members can
also affect IPO pricing and post-IPO operating performance ⁸. Chahine and Goergen (2013) show that social ties can generate a positive effect on IPO performance
while family ties a negative one. The effect of CEOs over underpricing goes beyond
⁸The positive effects of social ties and family ties are associated to value creation and reduction
of manager owner conflicts. The negative effects are the managerial power social ties can produce
and the expropriation of minority shareholders due to the family ties.
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the boundaries of the firm. Fan et al. (2007) present the results of sampling 790
CEOs in China. Overall, The authors find that in China, firms whose CEOs have
political relations present lower levels of IPO underpricing.
More recently, Feng et al. (2014) study the entrepreneurial level of participation in politics and the level of underpricing in IPOs. They find similar results to
the previous work. In the case of IPOs in China, the political participation of entrepreneurs reduces underpricing by 46.2 percent. Chahine and Goergen (2014)
also explore the situation lived by young firms doing IPOs and offer another explanation for board composition. Since young, it is difficult for them to have independent boards. Usually, it will be composed by friends and family members. The
authors find contrary evidence on the role family and friend ties have on IPO underpricing. Social ties tend to reduce underpricing and family ties tend to increase
it.
Overall, the literature presents contrary effects of managerial scope in IPO underpricing and performance. The presence of a founder-CEO can be seen as positive due to her experience and knowledge of the firm or negative for the lack of
experience to face the new stage of the firm as public. This signal can represent a
higher or lower level of underpricing. The presence of a founder-CEO influence
some governance traits such board composition and compensation plans determining the post-IPO firm performance. In this work I approach managerial scope
from a different perspective. Particularly, I am interested in the role CEO and underwriters play in the construction of the prospectus during the IPO.
1.2.2 Managerial Ownership
The level of managerial ownership post-IPO is accepted to determine somehow
the operating performance of firms. Kim et al. (2004) study this relationship for
the Thai market based on two hypothesis. The alignment-of-interest hypothesis
which states there is a positive relationship between managerial ownership and
operating performance since a value-maximizing behavior is expected the more
ownership in the hand of initial owners. On the other hand, the entrenchment
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hypothesis states there is a negative relationship between managerial ownership
and operating performance since the level of perquisites will increase the more
entrenched initial owners are.
The two hypotheses are supported since the authors find a nonlinear relationship in which managerial ownership for ranges between 031% and 31%-71% exhibit a better performance while a range between 31%-71% is negatively associated with performance. Compared to others experienced in developed markets,
the authors find, in general, a higher decline in operating performance post-IPO.
Walters et al. (2010) also find an inverted U-shape relationship between firms´
performance after IPO and the participation of top management team members.
To the authors, there is an optimal participation level of top management members
(75 %).
Studying the French market, in which legal protection to minority shareholders
is low and there is concentration of ownership and high private benefits of control,
Roosenboom and Schramade (2006) also find a non-linear relationship between
cash flow ownership of owner-managers and IPO firm value. The authors define
this as the incentive effect when a certain amount of cash flow ownership in the
hands of owner-manager can mitigate the extraction of private benefits of control
(a positive effect on firm value), and the entrenchment effect when too much cash
flow ownership generates a lock on control (a negative effect on firm value). Using
a sample of 299 initial public offerings during the period 1993 to 1999, the authors
find an ownership inflection point of 50% and 60% depending on the model.
In a similar vein, Bruton, GD. Chahine, S. Filatotchev (2009) study the relationship between founders´ retained equity and IPO underpricing. Based on the
idea that equity retention can signal a higher value of the firm in the future (Leland
and Pyle, 1977), the authors find a nonlinear relationship between the amount of
ownership in the founders´ hands and underpricing. This U-shape relationship is
explained by the fact that firms face both an adverse selection agency problem and
a moral hazard agency problem. The first one when the manager does not reveal
what she knows about the value of the firm, and the second when the manager,
due to information asymmetry, evades her responsibilities. Ownership retention
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can reduce adverse selection agency problems but too much of it can exacerbate
moral hazard agency problems.
Field and Sheehan (2004) test two hypothesis concerning the relationship between IPO underpricing and ownership structure. The first hypothesis, proposed
by Brennan and Franks (1997), supports the idea that greater levels of underpricing reduces monitoring due to ownership dispersion. Contrary, The second hypothesis, proposed by Stoughton and Zechner (1998), states that greater underpricing means higher investments of block holders facilitating monitoring services.
The authors find that underpricing has little or no effect on outside block holding
In the case there is, it favors the idea of underpricing to reduce monitoring diluting ownership. This statement is supported by Arugaslan et al. (2004) who use a
sample of 3441 firm-commitment IPOs from January 1990 to December 1999 and
find that outside monitoring is not a determinant of IPO underpricing.
Alavi et al. (2008) take advantage of a sample from Australian IPOs to test the
effect pre IPO managerial ownership has on the number of shares offered, the allocation process and the initial public offering expenses. Concerning the number
of shares offered, the authors suggest a non-linear relationship between shares offered and managerial ownership structure previously to the IPO. The number of
shares will be high either because managerial ownership is high or low. Any point
in the middle will imply losing control to the managers so they will avoid making
large issues. Low managerial ownership implies less control and a higher probability of issuing more shares. Finally, the authors consider that issuing costs are
higher in the presence of non-managerial shareholders.
Using a sample of 747 Chinese firms going public from 1994 to 1999, Wang
(2005) study the post-IPO performance and find a decline in it. The performance
is measured by return on assets, operating income to assets and sales to assets.
More interestingly, the author analyzes the effect of ownership on performance.
The impact varies according to type of shareholders. Individual ownership, as well
as state ownership does not affect post-IPO performance while legal-entity ownership and concentration of non-state ownership do.
A multi agent setting also allows to analyze how IPO firm value can be differ15

ent depending on the type of investor. Bruton and Filatotchev (2010) analyze
224 initial public offerings in two very different markets (France and United Kingdom) and two different types of investor (venture capitalist and business angels)
and find that the effect of ownership retention on firm value varies depending on
these two variables. To the authors, venture capitalists are negatively related with
performance while business angels provide a positive relationship. These results
also vary according to the market. For emerging markets the situation might be
different.
The decision to maintain ownership during and initial public offering can be
observed in certain managerial practices. Daines and Klausner (2001) present evidence of the usage of anti takeover provisions by firms going public although this
practice can reduce firm value. The authors explore different hypothesis like bargaining power, rational myopia and management entrenchment finding some evidence to the last one but not concluding about the optimality of IPO-stage decisions.
Arugaslan et al. (2010) study firms going public with dual-class stocks and finds
that insiders are interested in deviating from a one share-one vote regime in order
to retain control while diversifying their portfolios. Contrary to what one could expect, Smart and Zutter (2003) compare the underpricing of single-class and dual
class IPOs and find that money left on the table is greater in the case of single-class
IPOs. The authors support this idea with the “reduced monitoring hypothesis”
in which dual-class IPOs face less demand than single-class IPOs and as a consequence less underpricing.
Concerning dual-class IPOs, Smart et al. (2008) use a sample of 2622 IPOs and
find that dual-class IPOs are discounted relative to single-class IPOs. However,
the return of dual-class shares is not below the benchmark. The authors state there
is “no connection between governance and mispricing”. Based on previous work,
we could state that control retention via dual-class IPOs does not have a significant
impact on the expected return of the firm. All these works present evidence of the
usage of dual-class IPOs to retain control in the hands of insiders. The literature
is not conclusive in the effect this practice has on underpricing. Additionally, the
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usage of anti takeover measures during the IPO is reported although this practice
affect the IPO underpricing.
In general, the literature presents a nonlinear relationship between the level of
managerial ownership and underpricing but also this relationship seems to go in
both ways. First, the level of managerial ownership determines the level of underpricing positively and negatively since it can reduce adverse selection agency
problems but too much of it can exacerbate moral hazard agency problems. The
works present evidence of these two hypothesis and propose threshold levels of
managerial ownership.
Second, the level of underpricing determines the level of managerial ownership
positively and negatively since a higher level of underpricing increases IPO demand and dilute ownership (Brennan, Franks, 1997) or higher underpricing increases block holder investment concentrating ownership (Stoughton, Zechner,
1998). Both theories reduce or increase monitoring respectively. The work presented favors the theory of ownership dilution proposed by Brennan and Franks.
Finally, the retention level is also determined by the type of investor (business angels or venture capitalists)
In this work I approach this situation from a family firm perspective. Issuing
new shares can imply the separation of ownership and control. The entrepreneur
continues maximizing her utility assuming just a fraction of costs associated with
non pecuniary benefits (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). I argue that family firms are
prone to private benefits and so they might be interested in moderating tone in the
prospectus to underprice the asset and attract institutional investors. The model
must be seen in two stages. In the first stage a family firm attracts institutional
investors to improve monitoring during the initial public offering. The presence of
these investors reduce agency costs associated with the fact of being family firms
and improve future valuation.
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1.3 Information disclosure
As stated before, current regulation has made governance traits exogenous in the
decision of going public. For most cases, fulfilling these governance characteristics
is a previous condition to participate in the market. Closer to the process is the
decision of how much information to disclose in the IPO prospectus so informed
investors can make decisions about pricing the asset. If law enforcement is perfect,
IPO issuers will prefer full disclosure (Grossman and Hart, 1980). Evidence shows
that not even the most developed countries can fully enforced disclosure so the
open question is how much to inform?.
Additional to the quantitative information, the qualitative information contained
in the prospectus signals the current and future situation of the firm and both,
issuers and investors use this information to reduce information asymmetry. In
Latin America, quantitative information, such as financial statements, presents past
and current situation of the company in the best case. The firm does not present
any projection of these statements so future expectations have to be extracted from
mainly qualitative sections of the prospectus such as use of proceeds, risk factors,
and others. On a time-line frame, a potential investor uses first past and current
information (quantitative) to set a type of firm and then uses future information
(qualitative) to finally decide about price. Little is known about the type of information disclosed by Latin American firms at the moment of going public.
A central point in this asymmetry of information is the positive relation between
ex ante uncertainty and underpricing (Beatty and Ritter, 1986). Company characteristics, offering characteristics, after market variables and prospectus disclosure
have been used as proxies of ex ante uncertainty⁹. In this work I focus on prospectus disclosure and its interaction with other firm-level signal such corporate governance in sending more accurate information about the firms and interest alignment
between stakeholders.
First, I analyze the qualitative information in the prospectus. In qualitative information not only how much you say but what you mean to say and how you say
⁹Eckbo (2008, chap. 7, pag 387).
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it count (Li, 2010). I study the prospectus presented during the initial public offering using a statistical approach of natural language processing. Instead of following a grammar approach to understand the linguistic structure by which an IPO
issuer communicates with potential investors, I explore common patterns based
on probability theory. I follow an empiricist approach to study the language in the
prospectus via the identification of patterns in texts. I am interested in the manifestation of language in its written form as a proxy of meaning.
Second, I explore firm and market determinants of tone. Particularly, I am interested in the interaction between CEO and underwriters, the ones in charge of
writing the prospectus. I also explore the idea of agents timing the tone. Current
and market expectations affect the tone used at the moment of writing the document. This idea sheds light about the contribution of language in IPO valuation if,
for example, uncertainty is reflected in the way it is written.
Third, I study the relation between uncertainty in tone used in the prospectus
and IPO performance in Latin America. I set up a situation in which a potential
investor is collecting information to decide about an initial public offering. Most
of the information available is in the IPO prospectus the issuing firm has prepared.
The prospectus presents current situation an future expectations about the firm
according to the issuing firm and the underwriter. How much information it is
disclosed and the tone used in the document should impact investors´assessment
of the offer. A higher level of ex ante uncertainty reduces the value of the new asset
and increases the level of underpricing (Beatty and Ritter, 1986).
Fourth, I study the complementary vs substitute idea between governance traits
and uncertainty tone. How much meaning in language can strengthen governance
traits affecting IPO valuation?. I finally focus my attention in a very particular characteristic of Latin American firms and study the implications of being a family firm
in IPO performance.
Studying initial public offerings in Latin America for the period 2000-2014, a
number of results become apparent from the analysis. Concerning the IPO prospectus, I find empirical evidence of dissimilarity in the two sections under study (summary and risk factor). This dissimilarity can be describing the nature of the section
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or a regulation in the tone used by the agents writing the prospectus. When the
analysis is extended between prospectuses, I find a high similarity for the “risk factor” section. This fact represents and apparent disadvantage for the investors using
the prospectus to collect information about the issue.
Second, I find empirical evidence of the role CEO and underwriters play in the
construction of the prospectus. For those firms in which the manager is part of the
board, the average variation in tone is much higher (13.78%) than for those firms
in which the manager is separated from the board. The results also indicate that for
those firms going public in which the manager is part of the board, the role of the
underwriters is moderated and average tone change goes from 1.76% to 0.04%.
The coefficient on the number of underwriters is also positive and significant in
explaining the change in tone. An additional underwriter participating in the IPO
increases tone change in 1.76%. I test the nonlinear relation between the number
of underwriters and tone. The empirical results suggests that an increase in the
number of underwriters have, at first, a positive effect in tone change but too many
of them can generate the opposite result. .
A third point is language contribution to IPO valuation. Using the naive bayes
algorithm I find that for the sample under study, in 60% of the cases the updated
probability of an IPO being class either bad or good matched the after-market firstday result. This represents an increase of 10% percentage points in probability if
we assume investors play a 50/50 lottery over expected return. I complement this
result with a linear regression model in which I find empirical evidence of the relationship between uncertainty of tone with current market situation and future
expectations. The coefficient for both variables is positive and significantly related
to uncertainty of tone. The bigger the market size at the moment of writing the
prospectus the higher uncertainty. The results found seem to indicate that written
text in an IPO prospectus interiorizes firm and market expectations contributing
to IPO valuation.
After, I focus my attention in IPO underpricing finding interesting results. First,
I find empirical evidence of the link between uncertainty tone in the IPO prospectus and the level of underpricing of initial public offerings. This evidence for Latin
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American IPOs supports the findings of Loughran and McDonald (2013) in terms
of using tone as a proxy for ex ante uncertainty. I find empirical evidence of the
persistence of this effect at least during the first month of being public.
Second, I do not find empirical evidence of the power changes in governance
institutions in explaining the level of underpricing. This is an interesting result if
we consider the recent efforts in the region to improve a legal environment and the
poor development of capital markets (Chong and López-de Silanes, 2007). The
result supports the evidence found by Maquieira et al. (2012) in which the decision to issue equity in Latin America is firm-oriented rather than market-oriented
as it is in the US market. Firms undertake an initial public offering to send a signal
of good quality to the market or the feeling it is a cheaper source of funds.
Third, I explore the role of firm level governance traits to see how much these
variables can affect IPO valuation in Latin America. In this work I find none of firm
governance variables are statistically linked with first-day returns of Latin American IPOs. When interacting with uncertainty in tone, firm governance traits become significant in explaining underpricing. This empirical result sheds light about
how these two firm level decisions can affect IPO valuation.
Finally, I explore the role of family firms in Latin American IPOs. Although
not significant, the average underpricing for family firms is slightly higher than for
not family firms. Take it with caution, this empirical evidence for Latin American firms supports at first the previous idea in which family firms tend to underprice the offer to either attract institutional investors and improve monitoring or
as stated by Brennan and Franks (1997), underprice to dilute ownership and keep
control. When uncertainty in tone interacts with a family firm type, I find that for
non family firms, the slope coefficient of uncertainty results positive and significant
in explaining underpricing. For family firms, this slope coefficient is still positive
but much lower than form family firms. This result indicates somehow a favorable
situation for family firms in Latin America facing lower levels of underpricing than
non family firms. I interpret this situation as a reputation effect of family on market
valuation.
The rest of this work goes as follows. In the first chapter, I analyze linguistics in
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the prospectuses in a three dimension approach. In particular I work in the construction of a measure of tone in order to capture the mental representation of
language manifested in written form. After I analyze the possible determinants of
tone in the Latin American case. I study the potential effect of offer, firm and market characteristics that might explain variations in tone within firms. In the second
chapter, I focus the analysis in IPO underpricing beginning with a brief literature
review of information asymmetry and IPO underpricing, focusing the attention in
those works exploring the role of language in information asymmetry reduction.
This part is divided in three sections beginning with the one exploring the role
of language in IPO underpricing, followed by an empirical analysis of governance
and IPO underpricing in Latin America to conclude with a section dedicated to
information disclosure and family firms.
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2

Text Analysis in Latin American IPOs

2.1 Introduction
It is well known that agency problems are greater once the entrepreneur decides to
sell some part of the firm to outsiders (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Specifically,
when a firm decides to go public via a primary share offering, adverse selection and
moral hazard problems can appear. An initial public offering can be considered a
very important moment in the life of a firm as it results in a separation of ownership
and control. This separation can affect both, the way investors value the IPO ¹
(over or undervaluation) and the future performance of the firm. The problems
are associated to the validity of the information (adverse selection) and interest
alignment (moral hazard) between managers and shareholders
¹Initial Public Offering represents the first time stocks from a private firm are offered to the
public in an exchange
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The first problem comes as an adverse selection since the potential investors
lack information about the real firm value and managers might decide not to reveal what they know about it. This asymmetry of information can result in over or
under optimistic estimates of future returns by one of the parties and its level will
be determined by the difference between offer and first-day market price.
Moral hazard agency problems come when the manager, due to information
asymmetry, evades responsibilities and incentives to work hard for the shareholders´ interests. Managers can not only exert insufficient effort but also misbehave
doing extravagant investments, implementing entrenchment strategies or self dealing (Tirole, 2006). The mechanisms to control manager misbehavior are associated with an appropriate monitoring or even by the level of managerial ownership
since the last one is somehow associated with more value enhancing actions by
managers.
These problems are a major concern in Latin America if we consider the role
capital markets development plays in economic growth (Levine, 2005). The region has run behind others in terms of regulatory environment showing poor development of its capital markets compared to others. This fact might force firms to
develop mechanisms in order to attract capital from investors (Chong and Lópezde Silanes, 2007). Corporate governance and information disclosure can be used
by firms to reduce information asymmetry and better value assets, compensating
the lack of regulation and helping the development of capital markets (La Porta,
R., Lopez-de-Silanes, F., Shleifer, 2006).
As stated before, corporate governance mechanisms can emerge to mitigate the
negative effects of inside ownership on firm value ². Although useful in the process
of mitigating information asymmetry, current regulation has made governance
traits exogenous in the decision of going public. For most cases, fulfilling these
governance characteristics is a previous condition to participate in the market. Closer
to the process is the decision of how much information to disclose in the IPO
prospectus so informed investors can make decisions about pricing the asset. If
²Shleifer and Vishny (1997) defines corporate governance as the ways in which a corporation´s
insiders can credibly commit to return funds to outside investors.
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law enforcement is perfect, IPO issuers will prefer full disclosure (Grossman and
Hart, 1980). Evidence shows that not even the most developed countries can fully
enforced disclosure so the open question is how much to inform?.
Little is known about the type of information disclosed by Latin American firms
at the moment of going public. In this work I argue that additional to the quantitative information, the qualitative information contained in the prospectus signals
current and future situation of the firm and both, issuers and investors use this information to reduce information asymmetry. In Latin America, firms going public generally reports historical quantitative information, such financial statements,
but does not provide any insight about financial forecasting. Future expectations
have to be extracted from mainly qualitative sections of the prospectus such as use
of proceeds, risk factors, and others. On a time-line frame, a potential investor uses
first past and current information (quantitative) to set a type of firm and then uses
future information (qualitative) to finally decide about price.
The aim of this chapter is twofold. First, I analyze the qualitative information
in the prospectus. In qualitative information not only how much you say but what
you mean to say and how you say it count (Li, 2010). I study the prospectus presented during the initial public offering using a statistical approach of natural language processing. Instead of following a grammar approach to understand the linguistic structure by which an IPO issuer communicates with potential investors, I
explore common patterns based on probability theory. I follow an empiricist approach to study the language in the prospectus via the identification of patterns
in texts. I am interested in the manifestation of language in its written form as a
proxy of meaning. Second, I explore firm and market determinants of tone. Particularly, I am interested in the interaction between CEO and underwriters, the
ones in charge of writing the prospectus. I also explore the idea of agents timing
the tone. Current and market expectations affect the tone used at the moment of
writing the document. This idea sheds light about the contribution of language in
IPO valuation if, for example, uncertainty is reflected in the way it is written.
In Table 2.1.1, I present the impact of various data filters on initial IPO sample
size. I first collect and process the prospectuses used during an initial public offer25

ing in six Latin American countries. These countries are Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru and Argentina. The selection of these countries is based on market
size, measured by market capitalization. Based on the information collected from
Bloomberg data base, the full sample for the period 1990-2014 is composed by
396 prospectuses: Argentina (27), Brazil (219), Chile (31), Colombia (15), Mexico (91), and Peru (13) ³. The prospectuses are hand-collected from data bases
available and stock exchanges. Analyzing preliminary data, I observe a huge concentration of IPOs for the period 2000-2014 with 334 prospectuses compared to
62 for the period 1990-1999. This result might be explained by the series of regulatory reforms undertaken in Latin America during the first decade of the twenty
first century in order to enhance the financial market in the region (Chong and
López-de Silanes, 2007). I decide to work with IPOs for the period 2000 – 2014
since: i) are representative of the full sample, ii) the structure of the prospectuses is
more homogeneous, facilitating further analysis, iii) access to the prospectus files
in databases and stock exchanges is more reliable for this period. Among the 334
IPOs for the period 2000 – 2014, 242 are reported by Bloomberg as trading, 77
as withdrawn, 13 as pending, and 2 as postponed. In this work I concentrate in
the ones currently trading. I finally collect and process 188 prospectuses from the
most important markets ⁴.
Table 2.1.1: IPO sample creation. This table reports the impact of various
data filters on initial IPO sample size
Source/filter
Final prospectus collected from country stock exchanges, and Bloomberg database 1990 - 2014
Include only the period 2000 - 2014
Reported in Bloomberg as withdrawn IPOs
Reported in Bloomberg as pending IPOs
Reported in Bloomberg as postponed

Sample size

Obs removed

396
334
257
244
242

0
62
77
13
2

Source: Data collected from Bloomberg database.

In this chapter I find empirical evidence of dissimilarity in the two sections un³This distribution reflects the dynamics and development of capital markets in the region.
⁴138 from Brazil, 15 from Chile, 8 from Colombia and 27 from Mexico. This is 78% of total
population.
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der study (summary and risk factor). This dissimilarity can be describing the nature of the section or a regulation in the tone used by the agents writing the prospectus. When the analysis is extended between prospectuses, I find a high similarity
for the “risk factor” section. This fact represents a disadvantage for the investors
using the prospectus to collect information about the issue.
Concerning the interaction between CEO and underwriters, I find empirical evidence of the role CEO and underwriters play in the construction of the prospectus. For those firms in which the manager is part of the board, the average variation
in tone is much higher (13.78%) than for those firms in which the manager is separated from the board. The results also indicate that for those firms going public in
which the manager is part of the board, the role of the underwriters is moderated
and average tone change goes from 1.76% to 0.04%. The coefficient on the number
of underwriters is also positive and significant in explaining the change in tone. An
additional underwriter participating in the IPO increases tone change in 1.76%. I
test the nonlinear relation between the number of underwriters and tone. The empirical results suggests that an increase in the number of underwriters have, at first,
a positive effect in tone change but too many of them can generate the opposite
result.
An important point of the analysis is the capacity of the language used to incorporate expectations about future. Using the naive bayes algorithm I find that
for the sample under study, in 60% of the cases the updated probability of an IPO
being class either bad or good matched the after-market first-day result. This represents an increase of 10% percentage points in probability if we assume investors
play a 50/50 lottery over expected return. I complement this result in a linear regression model in which I find empirical evidence of the relationship between uncertainty of tone with current market situation and future expectations. The coefficient for both variables is positive and significantly related to uncertainty of tone.
The bigger the market size at the moment of writing the prospectus the higher the
uncertainty. The results found seem to indicate that written text in an IPO prospectus interiorizes firm and market expectations contributing to IPO valuation.
The rest of the chapter goes as follows. In the next section I analyze linguistics
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in the prospectuses in a two dimension approach. First, How much they say in
the prospectus. And second, what they mean to say. To study meaning in text,
I first work in the construction of a measure of tone used in the prospectus. The
assumption is that mental representations of language are manifested in written
form. I complement the analysis of meaning studying similarity of language and
the capacity of this to update a priori beliefs about IPO valuation. In the second
section I analyze the possible determinants of tone in Latin America. I study the
potential effect of offer, firm and market characteristics that might explain variations in tone within firms. Finally I conclude.
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2.2 Text analysis of Latin American IPOs
2.2.1 How much do they say?
There are mainly three agents participating in an initial public offering. The firm
issuing the asset, the underwriter, and the investor. Other external agents are auditing firms, law firms and consultants. Auditors assess the financial information
reported in the prospectus, reducing risk of disclosure. In Latin America, 95% of
the IPOs under study were audited by one of the top five international auditing
firms ⁵. For the period 2000 - 2014, the top five auditors were PricewaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte Touche, KPMG, Ernst and Young and RSM McGladrey. The
issuer is usually in charge of drafting the prospectus with the guidance of the bank
which is responsible for due diligence (business, financial and legal), definition of
IPO characteristics, offer marketing and roadshow.
The prospectus becomes the central part in marketing the offer. Its main task is
to convey the information needed in the investment decision process. The summary is usually considered the most important part of the prospectus and presents
a brief description of the company and the offering (Ferris et al., 2013, Hanley and
Hoberg, 2010). After the summary, a section named “risk factors” is presented.
This section reports the most relevant factors that make the offer speculative. The
risks are classified as risks associated to the offer, the firm, and the market.
The complete file can be huge in terms of number of pages. For the Latin American case, the files studied have and average number of pages of 419. The biggest
prospectus in terms of pages has 1372 and the shortest 48 ⁶. The number of risk
factors reported by Latin American firms go from a maximum of 66 to a minimum
of 3 with an average of 26. The information disclosed must be written in a clear
and understandable way according to law⁷.
⁵The ranking was taken from Inside Public Accounting (IPA) special reports for the years 2000
- 2014. IPA publishes firm rankings and benchmarking reports on the largest 300 accounting firms
in US. For more details visit: www.insidepublicaccounting.com.
⁶The highest prospectus in terms of pages was presented by the Brazilian company “CPFL Energias Renovaveis S.A.” and the smallest by the Chilean company “Salfacorp S.A.”
⁷In USA for example, sections must follow “plain English principles”. This implies the use of
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After tokenizing the summary and risk factor sections, I found that the average
number of words is 495 and 217 respectively ⁸. Figures 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 present the
most frequent words in risk factor and summary section respectively for Brazilian
IPOs. The term “mercado” appears 7474 times in the corpus⁹, and average of 55
times per prospectus. The next four most repeated words in the risk factor section
are “companhia”, “poderão”, “oferta”, “preço” and “afetar”. All these terms are firm
and offer oriented .
Figure 2.2.1: Frequent words in risk factor section - Brazil. This chart plots
the most frequent words in the risk factor section for Brazilian IPOs, 2000 2014. Each prospectus is sparsed into different sections to calculate the most
repeated words

For the summary section in Brazil, the four most repeated words, except “mercado”, are “produtos”, “crescimento”, “clientes”, “acreditamos”, “serviços”. These
short sentences, concrete everyday language, active voice, no double negatives and avoid puffery.
More on this can be found in the NYSE IPO guide rules and procedures for North America. For
prospectuses written in Portuguese and Spanish as in Latin America, IPO issuers can follow the
rules and procedures suggested in the exchange.
⁸Manning et al. (2008) defines tokenization as chopping a character sequence up into pieces,
called tokens, throwing away certain characters such as punctuation.
⁹A body of texts.
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terms are more oriented to the product and client. This difference in term frequency between summary and risk factor section will be treated in more detail in
section about meaning. The discussing point here is that if the summary is the most
read section of the prospectus, it should be not only product and client oriented
but also firm and offer oriented.
Figure 2.2.2: Frequent words in summary section - Brazil. This chart plots
the most frequent words in the summary section for Brazilian IPOs, 2000 2014. Each prospectus is sparsed into different sections to calculate the most
repeated words

For spanish prospectuses, the most common words in the risk factor section
except “compañía” are “podría” and “podrían” repeated 1723 and 1203 times respectively. Among the top ten most repeated words inthe risk factor section I
found four performance oriented words (“resultados”, “operaciones”, “financiera”
and “operación”). More interesting is the result found in the summary section
where product and client oriented words are, again, more common attracting potential buyers. the word “compañía” is the most repeated (1183) times followed
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by “productos”, “crecimiento” and “mercado”. Figures 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 present the
top 20 most repeated words in risk factor and summary section for Spanish written
prospectues.
Figure 2.2.3: Frequent words in risk factor section - Others. This chart plots
the most frequent words in the risk factor section for non Brazilian IPOs, 2000
-2014. Each prospectus is sparsed into different sections to calculate the most
repeated words

Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 show the top ten most frequent words to the uncertain,
weak modal, negative (uwn) category for Brazil and the other countries respectively. For the risk factor section in Brazil, except the word “riscos”, the most repeated uwn word is “adversamente” appearing 1940 times in the corpus followed
by the words “redução” and “negativamente” appearing 742 and 712 times respectively. In the summary section, the most uwn repeated word is “aproximadamente”
appearing 799 times in the corpus followed by the words “riscos” and “redução” appearing 566 and 268 times respectively. Five uwn words are present in both section
(aproximadamente, riscos, redução, processos, reduzir/redução) being the word
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Figure 2.2.4: Frequent words in summary section - Others. This chart plots
the most frequent words in the summary section for non Brazilian IPOs, 2000
-2014. Each prospectus is sparsed into different sections to calculate the most
repeated words

“riscos” the most frequent in both sections appearing 3520 times, an average of 26
times per prospectus.
For the risk factor section in countries different than Brazil, the most repeated
uwn word is “podría” appearing 1723 times in the corpus followed by the word
“puede” appearing 679 times. The presence of weak modal verbs such these and
others (“casi”, “depender”, “posible”, etc) are language written representations of
the level of uncertainty associated with the offer. I observe these phenomenon
in both, Brazilian and Spanish written prospectuses. In the summary section, the
most uwn repeated word is “aproximadamente” appearing 170 times, as it was in
Brazilian IPOs. This word is followed by others such “diferentes”, “riesgo” and “escala”. I focus my attention on these words because, as said before, I expect a contribution of language to IPO valuation. Uncertainty in language is then incorporated
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Table 2.2.1: This table reports the top ten most frequent uncertain, weak
modal and negative words by the summary and risk factor section in Brazilian
IPOs, 2000 - 2014. Each prospectus is first sparsed into sections. Using the
dictionaries proposed by Loughran and McDonald (2011), I count words in
both section combining the uncertain, weak modal verbs and negative word
lists.

uwn (summary)
aproximadamente
riscos
redução
encerrado
exploração
processos
baixo
demais
abaixo
reduzir

Number

uwn (risk factor)

Number

799
566
268
264
211
206
195
159
139
126

riscos
adversamente
redução
negativamente
poderia
prejudicar
aproximadamente
processos
sofrer
obrigações

2954
1940
742
712
686
614
512
508
471
470
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by investors to value the offer.
Table 2.2.2: This table reports the top ten most frequent uncertain, weak
modal and negative words by the summary and risk factor section in non
Brazilian IPOs, 2000 - 2014. Each prospectus is first sparsed into sections.
Using the dictionaries proposed by Loughran and McDonald (2011), I count
words in both section combining the uncertain, weak modal verbs and negative word lists.

uwn (summary)
aproximadamente
diferentes
riesgo
puede
escala
aprovechar
reducir
riesgos
cambio
fuerza

Number

uwn (risk factor)

170
46
44
37
36
35
34
34
26
25

podría
puede
riesgos
adverso
riesgo
cambio
posible
depende
pérdidas
embargo

Number
1723
679
596
483
341
271
201
188
183
470

2.2.2 Measuring tone. What do they mean to say?
The aim of this section is to work on information retrieval methods in order to
score firms based on linguistic events. I explore the occurrence of terms in a corpus of prospectuses as a way of measuring the tone used in the process of marketing
the initial public offering. It is important to recognize that the structure of the IPO
prospectus is usually given by market institutions. Although there are observed
differences, in general they have the following structure: a) introduction, b) definitions, c) glossary, d) presentation of financial information, e) company summary, f) offer summary, g) financial statements summary, h) information about
the offer, i) company registration (address, branches, consultants, auditors, etc),
j) risk factors, k) use of proceeds, l) general information about the company.
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Since not all subsections in the prospectus is to send information (definitions,
glossary, etc) I decide to work with two in particular: company summary and risk
factors ¹⁰. The summary presents general information about the company such vision, strengths, market opportunities, strategies, organizational structure, etc. The
risk factors is another important section dedicated to explain the risks associated
with the offering. The risks are usually classified as relative to the business, industry, country, and operation. Since I am interested in tone present in the prospectus, I believe these two sections are critical.
In the next subsections I follow three methods of text classification and proposed some innovations of these methods in order to analyze the IPO market in
Latin America. With the first method, the rule-base approach, I measure tone for
each section selected in the prospectus. Second, I use the cosine similarity method
to study homogeneity among prospectuses. I work on this measure to find how
much tone changes in a prospectus from average tone. Finally, I use the NaiveBayes algorithm to test the predictive capacity of language in IPO valuation.
Rule-based approach
Following the literature in information retrieval, I first use a rule-based classifier to
measure tone in both sections. I use the dictionaries proposed by Loughran and
McDonald (2011) to measure the frequency of a query (dictionary) in a corpus of
files. Loughran and McDonald (2011) develop six dictionaries, based on 10-k files
¹¹, which are more appropriate in the financial context than other dictionaries previously used ¹². In this work I focus the analysis on four dictionaries categorized
¹⁰Other authors such Ferris et al. (2013), Hanley and Hoberg (2010) have recognized these
two sections as the most important in the prospectus with use fo proceeds and Management´s
discussion analysis.
¹¹According to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, “the annual report on Form 10-K
provides a comprehensive overview of the company’s business and financial condition and includes
audited financial statements. Although similarly named, the annual report on Form 10-K is distinct
from the ‘annual report to shareholders,’ which a company must send to its shareholders when it
holds an annual meeting to elect directors”.
¹²The six dictionaries created by Loughran and McDonald (2011) are: negative, positive, uncertainty, litigious, strong modal and weak modal. “They create the sentiment lists based on the
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in two groups. As suggested by Loughran and McDonald (2013), I combine the
negative, uncertain and weak modal dictionary to create just one since these three
dictionaries seem to proxy the same attribute (uncertainty). I also keep the positive dictionary and discard litigious and strong modal verbs. Considering prospectuses are written in Spanish and Portuguese, I first translate the financial dictionaries from English to Spanish and Portuguese. Taking into account the differences in
language I decide to use the best three translations given by a machine translator
¹³. Once I merge the translated words I delete repeated words and eliminate the
words becoming in sentences looking for the best synonym for them ¹⁴.
In order to validate the translations, I take a sample of financial news reported
in Bloomberg database in their English, Spanish and Portuguese version. I use the
uncertainty, weak modal and negative dictionary to score the files using the equivalent dictionaries. I find a correlation of 0.82, 0.65, 0.7 between the uncertainty,
weak modal, and negative measures. When combined in one single dictionary, I
find a correlation of 0.7. In this work I argue that the translation of the original dictionary is not affecting significantly the score of files. To the best of my knowledge
this is the first attempt to build a financial dictionary in Spanish and Portuguese.
To score the prospectuses I proceed as follows: I create a corpus of prospectuses removing undesirable characters, such as punctuations, dates, numbers, and
stop-words. I decided to include a stop-word dictionary of cities and names. I also
transform to lowercase and remove whitespace as it is common in this type of process. I create a document term matrix for the risk factor and summary section separating the corpus by language (Portuguese and Spanish). Table 2.2.3 and 2.2.4
report the number of terms for the risk factor, summary section and the combination of both before and after removing the least repeated terms in the corpus. For
Brazilian IPOs, the number of terms for each section in the corpus are 13986 and
17445 respectively. A high dispersion in the distribution of terms is observed in
most likely interpretation of a word in a business context”(Loughran and McDonald, 2016).
¹³Machine translators always order words by class (adjectives, verbs, nouns, etc ) and level of
association.
¹⁴For example, the word “almost” can be translated in Portuguese as “por pouco”, “pouco
menos”, or “quase”. In this case we ignore the first two and keep the last one.
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natural language processing. In order to focus the attention on the most important
terms for the corpus I remove the terms only appearing in at most 10% of the data.
In other words I retain all terms whose document relative frequency dfj is greater
than a given threshold N ∗ (1 − sparcity), where N is the number of documents
in the corpus. After removing the least repeated terms in the corpus I finally keep
2594 terms in the risk factor section and 2053 for the summary section.
Table 2.2.3: The table reports the number of terms for the risk factor, summary section and the combination of both before and after removing the least
repeated terms in the corpus for Brazilian IPOs, 2000 - 2014

Variable

Risk factor

Summary

Both

13986
2594

17445
2053

22709
3725

Number of terms
Number of terms (after sparcity)

For IPOs written in Spanish, the number of terms in the risk factor section is
10237, 3749 less than in Portuguese More remarkable is the fact that the number of
terms in summary is considerably less, 7726, then the terms found in Portuguese.
This can be explain by two factors: a) the IPO sample is biased to IPOs in Portuguese considering that Brazil had the highest number of IPOs during the period
under study, and b) the Chilean prospectuses are on average shorter then the others. In general I observe bigger prospectuses in Brazil than in any other country in
Latin America.
Table 2.2.4: The table reports the number of terms for the risk factor, summary section and the combination of both before and after removing the least
repeated terms in the corpus for non Brazilian IPOs, 2000 - 2014

Variable

Risk factor

Summary

Both

10237
2605

7726
1325

7722
1325

Number of terms
Number of terms (after sparcity)
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I then use the dictionaries as parameters to score each prospectus based on term
frequency - inverse document frequency. The score of prospectus i is given by the
sum, over the dictionary terms, of the number of times each term occurs in document i. ¹⁵
∑ tf.idf
1
=
w
(1 + log ai ) j=1 ij
J

tf.idf
Scorei

(2.1)

tf.idf

Where Scorei is the score of document i, a is the total number of words in
document i, and J is the total number of words in the lexicon.
Table 2.2.5 reports sentiment word percentages for the summary and risk factor
sections in the whole sample. The mean value for uncertainty and positive tone in
the summary section is 2% and 4% respectively. This value is lightly higher than the
ones observed by Loughran and McDonald (2013) in the S-1 and 424 filings of US
IPOs in which the percentage of uncertain words have a mean value of 1.3%. For
the risk factor section the mean value of uncertainty tone is 6% with a maximum of
11%. This increase in uncertainty is expected since this section of the prospectus is
dedicated to declare the potential risks investors face if they participate in the offer.
The inverse effect is observed in the positive tone used in the risk factor section
with a mean value of 2%
Table 2.2.5: Tone measure summary statistics for IPO sample, 2000 - 2014.
The Loughran and McDonald (2011) word lists are used to classify words into
uncertain (uncertain, weak modal verbs, negative) and positive. Statistics are
reported for summary and risk factor section.

Statistic

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

Uncertainty in summary
Positive in summary
Uncertainty in risk factor
Positive in risk factor

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.02

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01

0.06
0.09
0.11
0.08

¹⁵For a detailed explanation see Manning et al. (2008).
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One aspect to consider is the homogeneity in tone at the moment of writing
the IPO prospectus. The process begins with the decision of the firm to go public.
Once decided by the firm, it is an underwriter the one in charge of finally making
the firm public. In Latin America, the average number of underwriters participating in an initial public offering during the period 2000-2014 is four. In most cases,
the combination of local and international underwriters is observed. The prospectus will finally be written by both the issuer and the underwriters. Table 2.2.6 reports the Pearson correlation matrix of tone for both sections. An important point
here is the fact that tone seems to be not correlated. This is definitely part of the
nature of each section but it can also indicate heterogeneity of tone within the different sections of the prospectus.
Table 2.2.6: The table reports Pearson’s correlation coefficients for tone
measures in summary and risk factor section for IPO sample, 2000 - 2014.
Significance levels are reported at 1% (***), 5%(**) and 10%(*).

Uncertain_sum
Positive_sum
Uncertain_rf
Positive_rf

Uncertain_sum

Positive_sum

Uncertain_rf

-0.11
0.21***
0.04

0.35***
0.47***

0.55***

Cosine similarity
This apparent heterogeneity in the section of the prospectus is now extended between prospectuses. I analyze if the presence of similar underwriters and a standardized institutional framework can create a homogeneity in the way IPO prospectuses are written. In this section I first construct a similarity measure to see how
different, in general, tone is between prospectuses. The vector space model treats
each document as an N-dimension vector in a Euclidean space as shown in Figure1.2.1.
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Figure 2.2.5: Cosine similarity

Adapted from Manning, 2008

The dot product between two vectors d1 and d2 can be expressed as:
d1 d2 = ∥d1 ∥∥d2 ∥cosθ

(2.2)

The score of each prospectus is given by the quotient between the dot product of document 1 and document 2 over the product of Euclidean lengths between
documents. Since the underlying score is the cosine of the angle between documents, the score is between -1 and +1. Nevertheless, the score of each prospectus
in this case goes from 0 to +1 since only positive words are possible. This measure
allows me to estimate how similar language is in each prospectus.
→

Scorei = sim(d1 , d2 ) =

→

v (d1 ) v (d2 )

→

→

∥ v (d1 )∥∥ v (d2 )∥

(2.3)

Table 2.2.7 reports the average cosine for all the Brazilian prospectuses in both,
the summary and risk factor section. The average similarity for the risk factor section is 0.6, indicating that language in this section is more homogeneous than the
one used in the summary section. One possible explanation is that this section is
usually divided in risks related to the country, the market, the offer, and the firm.
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Two of these are common to all firms although the IPOs are not occurring at the
same time. Only the ones related to the offer and the firm can be considered as
idiosyncratic. For the summary case, the average similarity is just 0.35. This section seems to be useful in terms of differentiating each prospectuses. Under the
assumption the prospectus is written to convey particular information about the
firm and the offer, similar sections such the risk factor might not be useful. The cosine similarity for countries different than Brazil is low in both, the summary and
risk factor section. The average similarity in the summary section is 0.29 whilst the
cosine similarity for the risk factor section is 0.33
Table 2.2.7: Cosine similarity. Summary statistics for IPO sample, 2000 2014. The similarity among prospectuses is calculated using a vector space
model in which each document is as an N-dimension vector in a Euclidean
space. The measure is given by the quotient between the dot product of document 1 and document 2 over the product of Euclidean lengths between documents.

Statistic
Section
Summary
Risk factor

Brazil
Mean
0.35
0.60

St. Dev.
0.12
0.11

Others
Mean
0.29
0.33

St. Dev.
0.38
0.30

Naive Bayesian Learning algorithm
I finish this section about meaning in prospectus texts following the Naive Bayes
algorithm. To test the contribution of language in valuing an initial public offering
I propose the following setup: I first classify initial public offerings as good or bad
for investors based on the first-day return calculated as the difference between firstday market price and offering price. For the purpose of analysis I assume investors
will not buy and hold stocks but capitalized profit once the firm is in the market.
This ex-post analysis of IPOs lets me construct priori beliefs about performance.
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I split the sample in training and test data, and use machine learning to classify
prospectuses, given a term document matrix ¹⁶. 70% of the IPOs in the training
set are classified as good with an average return of 4.5% up to 52% and a lowest of
-20%. The probability of an IPO being class i (good, bad) is given by:
∏

argmaxP (ci )

( )
P tj |ci

(2.4)

t∈terms

( )
Where the likelihood function P tj |ci , indicates how much term j contributes
that ci is the right class. Table 2.2.8 shows the number of times the predicted result
by the algorithm matches the observed ex-post class. Take it with caution, this
can be interpret as the contribution of language in the process of valuing an initial
public offering. In 60% of cases the updated probability of an IPO being class either
bad or good matched the after market first-day result. This represents an increase
of 10% percentage points if we assume investors play a 50/50 lottery over expected
return.
Table 2.2.8: Naive Bayes learning algorithm. Number of times the predicted
result by the algorithm matches the observed ex-post class. The likelihood
function estimated indicates how much language in the prospectus contributes
to an IPO to be certain class

Observed
Bad
Good

Bad

Good

2
10

6
23

In this section I explored meaning of language in initial public offerings. I constructed measures of tone following the rule-based approach and cosine similarity.
Empirical results shed light about heterogeneity in tone of the different sections
of the prospectus and among prospectuses. Finally I discussed the contribution of
¹⁶I limit the analysis of this subsection to Brazilian IPO because of small size of spanish written
IPOs.
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language in the process of valuing the IPO using the Naive Bayesian learning algorithm. In what follows, I explore some market and firm level characteristics that
can determine tone variation in the prospectus.
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2.3 Tone and firm characteristics
In this section I explore tone variation for risk factor section. As mentioned before,
The preparation of the prospectus is in charge of the issuer and the underwriter.
Following Ferris et al. (2013), I model tone variation in the risk factor section as a
function of agent, firm and market characteristics.
ToneΔi = β0 + β1 Agentcharaci + β2 Firmcharaci + β3 Marketcharacj + μi (2.5)
To estimate the variation in tone for the risk factor section, I use the k-means
algorithm in which I create one group and each observation (prospectus) is a real
N-dimension vector. The algorithm minimizes the sum of squares placing each
observation the closest to the center. This algorithm allows me to measure how far
each prospectus is from average.¹⁷ In previous section I found high similarity in the
risk factor section for Latin American IPOs. I take each cosine similarity measure
and look for the distance of each prospectus among the average similarity. In other
words, this measure proxies the capacity of a firm to differentiate in tone from other
firms facing similar conditions.
For the summary section, the average distance from center is 0.33 with a maximum of 0.45 and a minimum of 0.11. The most similar section, risk factors, reports
an average distance from center of 0.53 with a standard deviation of 0.14. For the
¹⁷k-means is a simple algorithm used to solve clustering problems. Originally, the algorithm
aims to classify a data set in k clusters fixed a priori. In my case, I define just one k center in order
to measure the distance of each observation to it as a proxy of tone variation. The algorithm is
sensible to center placement so the idea is to place them far away from each other. After, each
observation is linked to the nearest center creating a clusters. With these clusters, k new centroids
are recalculated as barycenter of the clusters calculated previously. With the new k clusters the
previous step is repeated creating a loop and getting new k centers until these converge and no
changes in the centroids are observed. This algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function
know as squared error function given by
J(V) =

ci
c ∑
∑
(∥xi − vi ∥)2

(2.6)

i=1 j=1

, wnere ∥xi − vi ∥ is the Euclidean distance between xi and vj, ci is the number of data points in the
i cluster and c is the number of cluster centers.
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combination of both sections, the average distance from center goes to 0.47 with
a standard deviation of 0.14.
Table 2.3.1: Tone change. Summary statistics for IPO sample, 2000-2014.
To estimate the change in tone a K-means algorithm is proposed. The algorithm minimizes the sum of squares placing each prospectus the closest to the
center.

Statistic

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

Tone chang summary
Tone chang risk factor
Tone chang both

0.33
0.53
0.47

0.08
0.14
0.14

0.11
0.20
0.11

0.45
0.70
0.63

Agent and firm characteristics are hand-collected from the prospectus file used
during the IPO offering as mentioned in previous sections. The agents involved
in the IPO process are mainly the issuer, auditors and underwriters. In this part
of the analysis I ignore the auditors because first they do not participate directly in
writing the file, but just auditing financial information, and second, for the sample
under study, I observed a homogeneity in the auditing firms involved. In other
words, Most of Latin American firms going public were audited by the same firms.
I measure the effect of underwriters in the construction of the prospectus as the
interaction first between all underwriters participating in the offering and second
the interaction of the underwriters with manager. I consider the number of underwriters participating as a proxy of tone convergence. The higher the number of
underwriters the less variation of tone would be expected ¹⁸.
For family involvement in management, I use a dummy variable of one in case
the manager of the firm belongs to family founder, zero otherwise. I define family
firm following Anderson et al. (2003), as those in which the founder or a member of his or her family by either blood or marriage is an officer, director, or block
holder, either individually or as a group. Considering that the IPO is first approved
¹⁸Michaely and Shaw (1994) are the first to study the underwriters as a measure of information
disclosure in an IPO.
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by board of directors, I calculate a dummy variable taking the value of one if the
manager of the company is part of the board of directors and zero otherwise.
The literature suggests other proxies of ex-ante uncertainty based on firm characteristics (Eckbo, 2008, chap. 7). Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2003) propose the
age of the firm to measure uncertainty before going public. I calculate it as the
natural log of (1 + firm Age) where firm age is the difference between foundation
year and IPO announcing year. I also use firm size as the natural log of total assets
reported in the balance sheet for the year before going public (Ritter, 1984).
I also consider EBITDA as a measure of internal fund generation and ex-ante
uncertainty. This variable is particularly important for Latin America where firms
seem to follow a pecking order financing (Céspedes et al., 2010, Maquieira et al.,
2012). Finally Miller and Reilly (1987) suggest market volume to measure market
timing at the moment of going public. In this work I use market capitalization of
listed companies as a percentage of GDP. The variable is taken as reported by the
World Bank an measures market development ¹⁹.
Table 2.3.2: Summary statistics for IPO sample, 2000–2014. The sample
includes 188 Latin American IPOs. The sample is obtained from Bloomberg
database. Firm age is calculated as the difference between announcing year
and founding year. Board size is the estimated as the number of directors at
the moment of going public. Undewriters represent the number of underwriters reported in the prospectus. EBITDA is as reported in the prospectus for
the year previous to going public
Statistic

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

Firm age
Board size
Underwriters
EBITDA (in millions)

28.98
7.49
4.03
268.96

27.00
2.52
2.51
2,446.60

1
3
1
−831.00

170
21
16
27,742.19

Table 2.3.2 reports descriptive statistics For continuous variables. Although
¹⁹The World Bank defines market capitalization as “the share price times the number of shares
outstanding (including their several classes) for listed domestic companies. Investment funds, unit
trusts, and companies whose only business goal is to hold shares of other listed companies are excluded”.
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not reported, in 57% of the sample, the CEO belongs to family founder. The participation of CEOs in the board is even higher with 70% of the cases. The average
age of firms going public is 28 years. This corresponds to the common firm life
cycle in which during the first years of life seed capital, venture capital and private
equity are the most important financing sources. Once the firm has become mature, IPOs, hedge funds in financial institutions become the source firms use to
grow.
The average number of members in the board of directors is seven with a maximum of twenty one. According to section IV of current Novo Mercado listing regulation, the minimum number of directors is five with independent directors making up at least twenty percent of the board. For the sample under study, the average
percentage of board independence is thirty four percent. The average number of
underwriters participating in the IPO is four, as it is for auditing firms.
In most of the cases, the IPO process is guided by international underwriters in
combination with local banks. These fact can reinforce the idea of homogeneity
in the IPO process affecting information disclosure and the creation of separation
equilibria. Concerning market development, There is an increase of market capitalization for the period 2000 - 2007. After 2007, there is an observed decrease in
market capitalization (Didier and Schmukler, 2013). This particular situation is
used in next section to study how macroeconomic forces can moderate tone.
Table 2.3.3 reports the correlation coefficient between key variables. EBITDA
and Market capitalization have correlations greater than 0.25 with tone change.
Age, firm size and EBITDA are negatively correlated with tone change. The highest
correlation is between family CEO and CEO/director (0.38), and the lowest is
between market capitalization and CEO/directos (-0.002). I now examine the link
between tone variation and firm, agent and market characteristics.
Table 2.3.4 reports the OLS regression results with tone change in the risk factor section as the dependent variable with offer, firm and market characteristics
for Latin American IPOs, 2000-2014. I begin the analysis assuming there is no observed heterogeneity in the pooled cross section. Since the identical distribution
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Tone change
CEO/director
Family CEO
Underwritter
Age
Firm size
EBITDA
Market capitalization
0.239
0.131
0.055
-0.042
-0.117
-0.336
0.314
0.383
-0.106
0.198
-0.154
-0.196
-0.002
-0.167
0.196
-0.128
-0.086
0.163

-0.187
0.033
-0.061
-0.334

Tone change CEO/director Family CEO Underwritter

-0.117
0.048
0.202

Age

0.100
-0.097

-0.097

Firm size EBITDA

Table 2.3.3: The table reports Pearson’s correlation coefficients for IPO sample, 2000 - 2014.

assumption is not necessarily valid, I then include dummy variables to account for
changes over time and country (Wooldrige, 2010, p. 129).
A number of results become apparent from this regression analysis. First, the
coefficient on CEO/director, participation of the manager in the board, is positive
and statistically significant in explaining the change in tone. This result indicates
that for those firms in which the manager is part of the board, the average variation
in tone is much higher (14.02%) than for those firms in which the manager is separated from the board. This finding implies that managers play a higher role in the
construction of the prospectus if they are not separated from the board.
Second, the coefficient on the number of underwriters, the second important
agent in the construction of the prospectus, is also positive and significant in explaining the change in tone. An additional underwriter participating in the IPO increases tone change in 1.76%. In model two I include in the estimation the square
value of number of underwriters (Underwriter sqr) to test the non linear relation between number of underwriters and changes in tone. The analysis reports
a negative and significant coefficient for this variable suggesting that an increase
in the number of underwriters have, at first, a positive effect in tone change (differentiator) but too many of them can generate the opposite result. This finding
presents empirical evidence of the role underwriters play in the construction of
IPO prospectuses in Latin American Market.
Another interesting result comes from the interaction between CEO in board
and underwriters. The coefficient is negative and significantly related to tone change.
This result indicates that for those firms going public in which the manager is part
of the board, the role of the underwriters is moderated and average tone change
goes from 1.76% to 0.04%. Although not significant, the older the firm at the moment of going public, the lower the distance from average language observed in the
corpus. This can be the result of homogeneity of firms the older they are. Firms
with higher EBITDA have lower tone variation. EBITDA is interpreted as internal
fund generation of the firm an so firms with more internal funds need less to differentiate themselves from others in terms of language. I also explore one particular
characteristic of managers, being a family member, and find no significant relation
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between this characteristic and tone variation.
2.3.1 Robustness
I perform some changes in the regression model specification. First, I analyze how
the results obtained in Table 2.3.4 change if I use as dependable variable the tone
change in the summary section and the tone change for both sections combined.
Another important aspect in the analysis is that initial public offerings occur in
different countries at a different time. The sample is naturally biased to Brazilian
IPOs. Figure 2.3.1 shows the concentration of Brazilian IPOs in Latin America for
the period 2000-2014. This concentration is not only from 2000. For the period
1990-2000, Bloomberg reports 219 out of 356 as Brazilian IPOs (62%).
Figure 2.3.1: This figure shows the number of Latin American IPOs reported
as trading in Bloomberg for the period 2000 - 2014.

In the analysis I first assume there is not observed heterogeneity. I decide to
estimate the effect of underwriters for Brazilian and non Brazilian IPOs controlling
by a dummy variable taking the value of one if the IPO comes from Brazil and zero
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Table 2.3.4: Timing the tone: Regressions with tone change in the risk factor section as the dependent variable with offer, firm and market characteristics, 2000 - 2014. Tone change is calculated using the K-means algorithm
that minimizes the sum of squares placing each observation the closest to
the center. This algorithm lets measure how far each prospectus is from average. CEO/director is a dummy variable taking the value of one if the manager is part of the board and zero otherwise. Underwriters is calculated as the
number of underwriters participating in the offer as reported in the prospectus. Age is calculated as the natural log of (1 + firm Age) where firm age is
the difference between founding date and offer date. Firm size is the natural log of total assets for the year previous to going public as reported in the
prospectus. EBITDA is the natural log of EBITDA as reported in the prospectus. Market capitalization is calculated as the share price times the number
of shares outstanding for listed companies as a percentage of GDP. The variable is taken as reported by the World Bank an measures market development.
Family CEO is a dummy variable taken one if the manager is a family member, zero otherwise
Dependent variable:
tone change
(1)

(2)

ceo/director

14.02∗∗∗
(4.07)

16.01∗∗∗
(3.89)

underwriter

1.76∗∗∗
(0.56)

5.81∗∗∗
(1.12)
−0.29∗∗∗
(0.07)

underwriter squared

age

−1.18
(0.88)

−1.07
(0.83)

firm size

−0.10
(0.19)

−0.10
(0.18)

ebitda

−1.06∗∗∗
(0.39)

−0.93∗∗
(0.37)

market cap

11.19∗∗∗
(2.54)

10.95∗∗∗
(2.41)

family CEO

−0.04
(2.09)

−0.14
(1.98)

ceo/director:underwriter

−1.72∗∗
(0.77)

−2.36∗∗∗
(0.75)

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic

153
0.29
0.25
7.48∗∗∗

153
0.37
0.33
9.28∗∗∗

Note:

∗

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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otherwise. To see the time effect, I include the dummy variable “crisis” taking the
value of one if the IPO occurs before 2007 and zero otherwise.
In Table 2.3.5 I report the OLS regression with tone change in the risk factor
section as the dependent variable with offer, firm and market characteristics, 2000
- 2014. In models one and two I replicate the estimations from Table 2.3.4, changing the dependent variable. As mentioned in Table 2.3.1, the average tone change
in the summary section is lower than the one observed in the risk factor section.
For this reason I am not interested in explanatory variables for the change in this
section as I am for the change in the risk factor section. When the two sections are
combined, The coefficients for CEO and underwriters are still positive as reported
in Table 2.3.4. The presence of CEO in the board is positive and significant in
explaining the tone. The number of underwriters is positive but this time not significant in explaining tone change while the interaction of CEO in board and the
number of underwriters is negative and significant. This result confirms the interacting effect of manager, underwriters and board of directors in the construction
of the IPO prospectus.
In model three I analyze country and time effects. For IPOs in countries different than Brazil, the effect of underwriters on tone change is negative and significant. An increase of one underwriter in the IPO process reduces by 1.19% the
variation in tone. For Brazilian IPOs, the effect of one more underwriter on tone
change produces an increase of 2.21% in tone change. There are two possible explanations for this result. First, although not reported, the average tone change is
higher for Brazilian than non Brazilian IPOs (35% and 29% respectively). The language used in the prospectus seems to be more homogeneous for those IPOs out
of Brazil. The second explanation is associated to market development. Compared
to others, the Brazilian market is bigger by market capitalization and institutions.
In a more “mature” market, the effect of underwriters on the IPO process becomes
more relevant. Finally, the time effect variable “crisis” results not significant in explaining tone change. The average coefficients proposed to analyze tone change
are time independent.
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Table 2.3.5: Timing the tone: Regressions with tone change in the summary
section and the combination of both sections as the dependent variable with
offer, firm and market characteristics, 2000 - 2014. Tone change is calculated
using the K-means algorithm that minimizes the sum of squares placing each
observation the closest to the center. This algorithm lets measure how far
each prospectus is from average. CEO/director is a dummy variable taking the
value of one if the manager is part of the board and zero otherwise. Underwriters is calculated as the number of underwriters participating in the offer as
reported in the prospectus. The earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortization are as reported in the prospectus. Market capitalization is
calculated as the share price times the number of shares outstanding for listed
companies. The variable is taken as reported by the World Bank an measures
market development.
Dependent variable:
Tone chang summary

Tone chang both

Tone chang Risk fact

(1)

(2)

(3)
∗∗

ceo/director

−0.11
(2.37)

8.41
(3.73)

underwriter

−0.15
(0.34)

0.76
(0.53)

−1.19∗∗∗
(0.38)

age

0.13
(0.69)
−0.13
(0.15)

firm size
−0.67∗
(0.37)

ebitda

0.03
(0.24)

market cap

6.64∗∗∗
(1.50)

15.52∗∗∗
(2.35)

ceo/director:underwriter

0.04
(0.46)

−1.21∗
(0.73)

3.38
(2.27)

−2.71
(1.77)

crisis

3.40∗∗∗
(0.37)

country:underwriter

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic

−1.27∗∗∗
(0.31)

155
0.14
0.11
4.97∗∗∗

155
0.31
0.29
13.50∗∗∗
∗

Note:
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162
0.49
0.47
21.54∗∗∗

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

2.4 Tone contribution to IPO valuation
I finish the analysis of the IPO prospectus asking how much tone can contribute
in asset valuation. Most of IPO valuations are on a discount cash flow basis. The
prospectus, to contribute, must include expectations about future. For the Latin
American case, there is not explicit quantitative section in the prospectus dedicated to value the asset. The expectations are manifested in sections such risk factors or summary. Concerning the last one, This section includes not only the expectations about the future of the firm but also introduces the past and current
situation to potential investors.
In order to measure the contribution of tone in these sections to IPO valuation
I proceed as follows: First, I study the relationship between uncertainty in tone
and a set a variables expressing current situation. After, I consider a set of marketexpectation variables to finally combine both. In all cases, my interest is on the
capacity of language to time the market. In other words, I want to test how much
tone is determined by market situation, particularly the expectations about market.
All variables used are measured as I explained in the previous section except the
ones concerning market situation. For current situation I use market capitalization as a percentage of GDP, for the year previous the IPO announcement. More
challenging is to measure the expectations about market situation at the moment
of going public. To do so I construct a variable named “market expectation” modeling the mean return and volatility using a GARCH model. ²⁰ I use a window
of three years of daily market returns ending the announcing date to forecast the
average five-day expected return as a proxy of market expectations. If language is
to contribute to asset valuation, it should have the capacity to express expectations
about the future of the offer.
Table 2.4.1 shows the results of three linear regression models in which the dependent variable is the uncertainty of tone measured with the rule-based approach.
Model one includes only variables related to past and current situation of the firm.
²⁰Engle (1982) was the first to mention the importance of modeling financial assets as functions
of expected means and variances of the rate of return.
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Financial variables such return on assets and EBITDA are not statistically related
to the uncertainty observed in tone. These results are as expected if we take into
account that uncertainty is about the future of the firm not facts such previous financial performance.
I also include two particular traits of the firm. How old the firm is at the moment
of going public and its origin in terms of being a family firm or not. Age results negatively and significantly related to uncertainty in tone. The older the firm the less
uncertainty in tone. the significance of this variable is interpreted as a reputation
effect over the offer. Firms with a trajectory in the market moderate their use of
uncertainty words. The interesting point of this assumption is that if older firms
use less uncertainty words, and uncertainty is inversely related to value, one should
expect a higher level of underpricing for this type of firms. In chapter two I explore
this type of relationships. Although not significant, family firm results positively
related to uncertainty in tone. Being a family firm increases the average uncertainty
in tone during an IPO. This sheds light to the hypothesis proposed by Brennan and
Franks (1997) in which firms decide to increase underpricing in order to reduce
monitoring due to ownership dispersion.
The variable of interest, market capitalization, is positive and significantly related to uncertainty of tone. The bigger the market size at the moment of writing
the prospectus the higher the uncertainty. This is positive in terms of giving empirical evidence of firms timing the market in the way they present the firm but
so far it is not an indication of language contribution to IPO valuation since what
counts is timing the expectations of the market not the past. Model two presents
the interaction between uncertainty of tone in the summary section and a set of
variables related to the future of the offer. The variable “number of risk factors”
counts how many risks a firm voluntarily declares in the prospectus. The variable
is positive and significantly related to uncertainty of tone as expected. The second
variable used is “use of proceeds”. This variable reflects how many uses the firm will
give to the money collected during the IPO. The use of proceeds is not significant
but negatively related to uncertainty of tone. The higher the number of uses, the
higher diversification and so less uncertainty.
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Offer size is positive and non significantly related to uncertainty of tone. The
sign is as expected since a bigger offer implies a higher level of uncertainty about
the future. This result presents empirical evidence about the capacity of language
to express expectations about future and the contribution in IPO valuation. The
second significant variable confirms this evidence. Market expectation is positive
and significantly related to uncertainty of tone. The better market expectations,
the higher the uncertainty of tone. The results found seem to indicate that written
text in an IPO prospectus interiorizes firm and market expectations contributing
to IPO valuation. In model three I combine market capitalization and market expectations to see which one prevails. If language is to contribute to IPO valuation,
market expectations, the variable associated with future should be related to tone
more than market capitalization, a variable associated with present and past. As
shown in Table 2.4.1, both variables result positive and significantly related to uncertainty of tone. Text in the IPO prospectus incorporates expectations about the
firm and the market contributing to IPO valuation.
2.4.1 Robustness
I perform some changes in the regression model specification. First, I decide to use
as dependent variable not uncertainty but positive tone. There is a limitation in using positive tone. Loughran and McDonald (2011) suggest “it is common to see
the framing of negative news using positive words (‘did not beneﬁt’), whereas corporate communications rarely convey positive news using negated negative words
(‘not downgraded’)”. In Table 2.4.2 I report the OLS regression result of positive
tone as the dependent variable with offer, firm and market characteristics. Contrary to uncertainty, the variables related to market expectation are negative and
significantly related to positive tone. The results confirm the contribution of market expectations supporting the idea that IPO issuers and underwriters time the
tone t the moment of going public. In order to test country and time effects I repeat the regression analysis proposed in Table 2.4.1 including dummy variables for
country and time. As reported in Table 2.4.3 there are time and country effects in
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Table 2.4.1: Tone and IPO valuation: Regressions with uncertainty in tone
as the dependent variable with firm, offer and market characteristics, 2000
- 2014. Uncertainty in tone is calcualed following a rule-based approach in
which each prospectus is scored based on a term frequency - inverse document
frequency matrix. The score of prospectus i is given by the sum, over the dictionary terms, of the number of times each term occurs in document i. Age
is calculated as the natural log of (1 + firm Age) where firm age is the difference between founding date and offer date. Family firm is a dummy variable
taking the value of one if the firm is categorized as family firm, zero otherwise. I define family firm following Anderson et al. (2003), as those in which
the founder or a member of his or her family by either blood or marriage is an
officer, director, or blockholder, either individually or as a group. Market capitalization is calculated as the share price times the number of shares outstanding for listed companies. The variable is taken as reported by the World Bank
an measures market development. Number of risk factors, use of proceeds and
offer size is taken as reported in the IPO prospectus. Finally, market expectations is calculated using a GARCH model. The average five-day expected
return is used as a proxy of market expectations using a window of three years
of daily market returns ending the announcing date.

Dependent variable:
uncertainty tone
(1)
age

family firm

(3)

0.08
(0.14)

roa

−0.11
(0.37)

ebitda

−0.02
(0.04)

market capitalization

(2)

−0.07∗
(0.06)

0.78∗∗
(0.25)

0.41∗
(0.23)
0.29∗
(0.15)

risk factors

−0.02
(0.04)

use of proceeds

offer size

0.01
(0.06)

0.03
(0.06)

market expectation

2.59∗∗∗
(0.78)

2.24∗∗∗
(0.80)

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic
Note:

150
0.08
0.04
2.38∗∗

160
0.09
0.07
3.78∗∗∗
∗

160
0.09
0.07
4.88∗∗∗

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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the analysis. In model one I repeat the estimation including only variables related
to past and current situation of the firm. For non Brazilian IPOs, the variable market capitalization is negative and non significant in explaining uncertainty in tone.
For Brazilian IPOs, the coefficient becomes positive and significant. In models
two the country effect becomes more relevant. I interpret this result as the effect
of market development in the role underwriters play in the IPO process. For bigger markets, The underwriters will participate more actively in the construction of
the IPO. Another important result is the significance of the dummy variable crisis.
This variable takes the value of one for IPOs before 2007 and zero otherwise. In
the three models, this variable results negative and significantly related to uncertainty. The average uncertainty in tone is reduce in 0.4% after the crisis supporting
the idea of firms timing the tone.
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Table 2.4.2: Tone and IPO valuation: Regressions with positive in tone as
the dependent variable with firm, offer and market characteristics, 2000 2014. Positive tone is calcualed following a rule-based approach in which each
prospectus is scored based on a term frequency - inverse document frequency
matrix. The score of prospectus i is given by the sum, over the dictionary
terms, of the number of times each term occurs in document i. Age is calculated as the natural log of (1 + firm Age) where firm age is the difference
between founding date and offer date. Family firm is a dummy variable taking the value of one if the firm is categorized as family firm, zero otherwise.
I define family firm following Anderson et al. (2003), as those in which the
founder or a member of his or her family by either blood or marriage is an officer, director, or blockholder, either individually or as a group. Market capitalization is calculated as the share price times the number of shares outstanding
for listed companies. The variable is taken as reported by the World Bank an
measures market development. Number of risk factors, use of proceeds and
offer size is taken as reported in the IPO prospectus. Finally, market expectations is calculated using a GARCH model. The average five-day expected
return is used as a proxy of market expectations using a window of three years
of daily market returns ending the announcing date.

Dependent variable:
Positive tone
(1)
age

0.17∗
(0.10)

family firm

0.04
(0.23)

roa

0.35
(0.62)

ebitda

−0.02
(0.06)

market cap

−2.15∗∗∗
(0.42)

(2)

0.21∗∗
(0.09)

−1.06∗∗∗
(0.40)

risk factors

0.66∗∗
(0.26)

use of proceeds

0.07
(0.07)

offer size

0.06
(0.10)
−5.82∗∗∗
(1.34)

market expectations

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic
Note:

(3)

150
0.13
0.10
4.15∗∗∗

160
0.15
0.13
6.73∗∗∗
∗

0.07
(0.09)
−4.63∗∗∗
(1.37)
160
0.16
0.14
7.60∗∗∗

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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Table 2.4.3: Tone and IPO valuation: Regressions with uncertainty in tone
as the dependent variable with firm, offer and market characteristics, 2000
- 2014. Uncertainty in tone is calcualed following a rule-based approach in
which each prospectus is scored based on a term frequency - inverse document
frequency matrix. The score of prospectus i is given by the sum, over the dictionary terms, of the number of times each term occurs in document i. Age
is calculated as the natural log of (1 + firm Age) where firm age is the difference between founding date and offer date. Family firm is a dummy variable
taking the value of one if the firm is categorized as family firm, zero otherwise. I define family firm following Anderson et al. (2003), as those in which
the founder or a member of his or her family by either blood or marriage is an
officer, director, or blockholder, either individually or as a group. Market capitalization is calculated as the share price times the number of shares outstanding for listed companies. The variable is taken as reported by the World Bank
an measures market development. Number of risk factors, use of proceeds and
offer size is taken as reported in the IPO prospectus. Finally, market expectations is calculated using a GARCH model. The average five-day expected
return is used as a proxy of market expectations using a window of three years
of daily market returns ending the announcing date.

Dependent variable:
uncertainty tone
(1)
age

family firm

(2)

0.01
(0.11)

roa

−0.03
(0.29)

ebitda

−0.01
(0.03)

market cap

−0.35
(0.26)

0.05
(0.20)

risk factors

0.02
(0.13)
−0.03
(0.03)

use of proceeds

offer size

market expectations

crisis

market cap:Country

−0.48∗∗∗
(0.11)

0.10∗∗
(0.05)

0.11∗∗
(0.05)

−7.34∗∗∗
(1.29)

−7.27∗∗∗
(1.26)

−0.41∗∗∗
(0.14)

−0.42∗∗∗
(0.14)

9.56∗∗∗
(1.15)

9.36∗∗∗
(1.17)

0.31∗∗∗
(0.05)

market expectations:Country

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic

(3)

−0.04
(0.05)

144
0.43
0.40
14.54∗∗∗

160
0.40
0.37
16.78∗∗∗
∗

Note:
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p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

160
0.39
0.37
20.00∗∗∗
∗∗∗

p<0.01

2.5 Conclusions
This chapter studied the prospectus used during an initial public offering and its
role in information asymmetry reduction between buyers and sellers of new assets.
The study concentrated in the qualitative information disclosed by IPO issuers,
specifically in the sections named “risk factors” and “summary” from a statistical
approach of natural language processing. I find empirical evidence of dissimilarity
in the two sections under study. This dissimilarity can be describing the nature of
the section or a regulation in the tone used by the agents writing the prospectus.
When the analysis is extended between prospectuses, I find a high similarity for
the “risk factor” section. This fact represents a disadvantage for the investors using
the prospectus to collect information about the issue.
I also studied the determinants of tone variation in the IPO process. I find empirical evidence of the role CEO and underwriters play in the construction of the
prospectus. For those firms in which the manager is part of the board, the average variation in tone is much higher (13.78%) than for those firms in which the
manager is separated from the board. The results also indicate that for those firms
going public in which the manager is part of the board, the role of the underwriters is moderated and average tone change goes from 1.76% to 0.04%. The coefficient on the number of underwriters is also positive and significant in explaining
the change in tone. An additional underwriter participating in the IPO increases
tone change in 1.76%. I test the nonlinear relation between the number of underwriters and tone. The empirical results suggests that an increase in the number of
underwriters have, at first, a positive effect in tone change but too many of them
can generate the opposite result. This finding presents empirical evidence of the
role underwriters play in the construction of IPO prospectuses in Latin American
Market.
An important point of the analysis is the capacity of the language used to incorporate expectations about future. Using the naive bayes algorithm I find that
for the sample under study, in 60% of the cases the updated probability of an IPO
being class either bad or good matched the after-market first-day result. This rep62

resents an increase of 10% in probability if we assume investors play a 50/50 lottery over expected return. I complement this result in a linear regression model
in which I find empirical evidence of the relationship between uncertainty of tone
with current market situation and future expectations. The coefficient for both
variables is positive and significantly related to uncertainty of tone. The bigger the
market size at the moment of writing the prospectus the higher the uncertainty.
The results found seem to indicate that written text in an IPO prospectus interiorizes firm and market expectations contributing to IPO valuation.
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3

Sentiment Analysis and IPO
Underpricing in Latin America

3.1 Introduction
Going public can be a very unique moment in a firm´s life. The reasons to go public are different. Some of them are explicit, such getting capital to strengthen the
investment policy, mainly capital expenditures and acquisitions, (Celikyurt et al.,
2010, Kim and Weisbach, 2008) or changing its capital structure. Some other reasons are not so explicit like gaining market liquidity (Brau and Fawcett, 2006),
shareholder diversification (Bodnaruk et al., 2006) or even to send signals of good
quality and gain market share (Chemmanur and He, 2011, Chod and Lyandres,
2011).
Regardless the reason to go public, the level of information asymmetry between
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the issuing firm and potential investors is at the highest point. This fact clearly implies an adverse selection problem affecting liquidity. A direct effect of lower liquidity is a higher cost of capital for firms participating in the market. The decision
to go public implies then leaving money on the table since investors will undervalue the new asset. Issuing firms know this fact ex ante and will try to reduce
information asymmetry sending signals to the market (Healy and Palepu, 2001).
This process is, at least in theory, supported by a legal environment facilitating
information production ¹. In a region as Latin America, characterized by low investor protection, higher cost of capital and poor information disclosure, studying
the IPO process is a major concern. Garay et al. (2013) present empirical evidence
of the effect information disclosure has on firm valuation for Latin American firms.
The authors build an internet based corporate disclosure index and find a positive
relation between the information disclosed, Tobin´s Q and firm´s ROA. In this
chapter I approach the relationship between information disclosure and performance studying initial public offerings in Latin America. I set up a situation in
which a potential investor is collecting information to decide about an initial public offering. Most of the information available is in the IPO prospectus the issuing
firm has prepared. The prospectus presents current situation an future expectations about the firm according to the issuing firm and the underwriter. How much
information it is disclosed and the tone used in the document should impact investors´assessment of the offer. A higher level of ex ante uncertainty reduces the
value of the new asset and increases the level of underpricing (Beatty and Ritter,
1986).
A number of results become apparent from the regression analysis. First, I find
empirical evidence of the link between uncertainty tone in the IPO prospectus and
the level of underpricing of initial public offerings. This evidence for Latin American IPOs supports the findings of Loughran and McDonald (2013) in terms of
¹de la Torre and Schmukler (2007) analyze the evolution of capital markets in Latin America
after reforms. The authors find the region running behind other emerging markets, mainly Asian, in
terms of capital market development. Despite the intense reforms undertaken during the nineties
(including privatizations and pension reforms), and the efforts to stabilize the macroeconomic environment, capital markets in Latin America are still illiquid, small and highly concentrated.
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using tone as a proxy for ex ante uncertainty. I find empirical evidence of the persistence of this effect at least during the first month of being public. Second, I do
not find empirical evidence of the power changes in governance institutions in explaining the level of underpricing. This is an interesting result if we consider the
recent efforts in the region to improve a legal environment and the poor development of capital markets (Chong and López-de Silanes, 2007). The result supports
the evidence found by Maquieira et al. (2012) in which the decision to issue equity
in Latin America is firm-oriented rather than market-oriented as it is in the US market. Firms undertake an initial public offering to send a signal of good quality to the
market or the feeling it is a cheaper source of funds. Third, I explore the role of firm
level governance traits to see how much these variables can affect IPO valuation in
Latin America. In this work I find none of firm governance variables are statistically linked with first-day returns of Latin American IPOs. When interacting with
uncertainty in tone, firm governance traits become significant in explaining underpricing. This empirical result sheds light about how these two firm level decisions
can affect IPO valuation. Finally, I explore the role of family firms in Latin American IPOs. Although not significant, the average underpricing for family firms is
slightly higher than for not family firms. Take it with caution, this empirical evidence for Latin American firms supports at first the previous idea in which family firms tend to underprice the offer to either attract institutional investors and
improve monitoring or as stated by Brennan and Franks (1997), underprice to dilute ownership and keep control. When uncertainty in tone interacts with a family firm type, I find that for non family firms, the slope coefficient of uncertainty
results positive and significant in explaining underpricing. For family firms, this
slope coefficient is still positive but much lower than form family firms. This result
indicates somehow a favorable situation for family firms in Latin America facing
lower levels of underpricing than non family firms. I interpret this situation as a
reputation effect of family on market valuation.
This study differentiates from previous papers that study the impact of corporate governance and information disclosure on IPO underpricing. First, Chahine
and Filatotchev (2008) study the combined effects of information disclosure and
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the characteristics of the board on IPO underpricing for 140 book-built French
IPOs during the period 1996 - 2000. I extend the analysis not only to a different
region, Latin America, but also to the interaction between governance traits, at a
country and firm level, with tone uncertainty in the IPO prospectus and explore
very particular firm-level characteristics such being a family firm. Second, Hanley and Hoberg (2010) use word content analysis to study the effect informative
components of the IPO prospectus has on offering price for US market during the
period 1996 - 2005. The authors report a negative relation between the amount of
informative content and the level of underpricing. They parse the documents as I
do in different sections and decide to work mainly with the Management´s Discussion and Analysis section. They are interested in the trade-off between disclosing
information enhancing the premarket book building or leaving information production to investors. They do not explore any other firm and country level characteristic as I do in this work. Third, Loughran and McDonald (2013) study the
tone used by issuers in the S-1 form during an initial public offering. They use the
dictionaries proposed by Loughran and McDonald (2011) as I do for US IPOs.
The authors show a positive relation between the level of uncertainty expressed in
the language and underpricing and explore few offer and firm characteristics such
sales, presence of venture capitalist, underwriter prestige and positive earnings per
share. As in the previous work, They focus in the US market and do not explore the
interaction between information disclosure and governance variables as I do here.
Finally, Ferris et al. (2013) find a significant relation between prospectus conservatism, IPO pricing and after market performance. Different than me, they compute conservatism (meaning) as the ratio between negative words over total words
and control by firm characteristics different than governance and family firms. To
the best of my knowledge, this is the first effort to measure meaning in information
disclosure for Latin American companies using the financial word lists proposed
by Loughran and McDonald (2011b) in a language different than English. I also
present evidence of the effect of governance reforms implemented in the region
during the nineties and some particular firm characteristics on the decision to go
public.
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The rest of this chapter goes as follows. In the next section I briefly review the
literature of information asymmetry and IPO underpricing and focus the attention
in those works exploring the role of language in information asymmetry reduction.
Next I present the data and the research methodology. This part is divided in three
subsections beginning with the one exploring the role of language in IPO underpricing, followed by an empirical analysis of governance and IPO underpricing in
Latin America to conclude with a section dedicated to information disclosure and
family firms. Finally I conclude.
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3.2 Literature review
The difference between offering price and market price during an initial public offering has been widely studied by academics. One branch of literature is based
on asymmetric information models ². In a typical lemons problem, Rock (1986)
models a situation in which one investor is more informed than other and so an
IPO must be underpriced in order to assure the participation of both, informed
and uninformed investors. Previously, Ibbotson (1975) had presented a signaling
model in which the IPO issuer knows more than potential investors and then has
to underprice the offer to separate from low quality offers.
A central point in this asymmetry of information is the positive relation between
ex ante uncertainty and underpricing (Beatty and Ritter, 1986). Company characteristics, offering characteristics, after market variables and prospectus disclosure
have been used as proxies of ex ante uncertainty³. In this work I focus on prospectus disclosure and its interaction with other firm-level signal such corporate governance in sending more accurate information about the firms and interest alignment
between stakeholders.
Chahine and Filatotchev (2008) study the combined effects of information disclosure and the characteristics of the board. The authors find that board independence has a positive effect on the offer price while the information disclosure
presents a nonlinear relationship since disclosure, at first, can be taken as a way to
reduce information asymmetries but too much of it may be seen as losing advantage against competitors. I circumscribe to this discussion extending the analysis
to the peculiarities of the Latin American market. In particular, I use textual analysis to measure meaning in information disclosed in the IPO prospectus. Following
a rule-based approach, I use the dictionaries proposed by Loughran and McDonald (2011) to measure tone in two specific sections, the IPO summary and risk
²The other theories used to understand price variation during an initial public offering are institutional, ownership and control, and behavioral. For a detailed literature review of these theories
see Eckbo (2008, chap. 7).
³Eckbo (2008, chap. 7, pag 387).
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factors⁴.
Previous works have used the dictionaries proposed by Loughran and McDonald (2011). Feldman et al. (2010) measures tone in a particular section of forms
10-Q and 10-K, the management discussion and analysis, and find that market reactions around filing are associated with tone change. Higher stock returns are
observed when there are positive changes in tone.
The dictionaries proposed by Loughran and McDonald (2011) have also been
used to study the relation between media reports and firm performance. Some
of these works present evidence about the role news sentiment plays in predicting stock and market returns (Chen and De, 2014, Dougal and Engelberg, 2012,
Garcia, 2013), conference calls, current returns and future performance (Mayew
and Venkatachalam, 2012), tone in fund-specific articles and capital investment
(Solomon, 2012), media attention to proposed acquisitions and probability of
abandoning the deal (Liu and McConnell, 2013), and press releases and mergers
stock price (Ahern and Sosyura, 2014).
Previous works have studied the language tone used in the prospectus in order
to determine how much it can affect the way investors value the assets. Hanley and
Hoberg (2010) use word content analysis to study the effect informative components of the IPO prospectus has on offering price. The authors report a negative
relation between the amount of informative content and the level of underpricing. Loughran and McDonald (2013) study the tone used by issuers in the S-1
form during an initial public offering. The authors show a positive relation between the level of uncertainty expressed in the language and underpricing. Ferris et al. (2013) finds a significant relation between prospectus conservatism, IPO
pricing and after market performance. The effect of uncertainty tone on IPO underpricing is studied in a particular market as Latin America in which firms seem
to follow a pecking order financing and then initial public offerings are to be the
exception (Céspedes et al., 2010, Maquieira et al., 2012). Many efforts have been
⁴Previous works have used other dictionaries such as the one proposed by Henry (2008), or
Harvard´s General Inquirer. Loughran and McDonald (2011) presents empirial evidence of the
inconvenient of using these dictionaries in the financial field and propose a more appropriate set
of word lists.
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done in order to strengthen the institutional framework for the development of
capital markets in the region (Chong and López-de Silanes, 2007). Despite these
efforts, the region presents higher information asymmetries, transaction costs and
ownership concentration as low market liquidity and legal protection of minority
shareholders (La Porta et al., 1998, Maquieira et al., 2012).
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3.3 Data and research methodology
The formal procedure for a firm to go public begins with its registration as a public
company and listing at the stock exchange. The company also requests authorization to do an initial public offering and begin the preparation of all documents
required in the process, including the offering prospectus. As stated in the previous chapter, the preparation of the prospectus is accompanied by the underwriter
and auditors.
In Table 3.3.1, I present the impact of various data filters on initial IPO sample
size. I first collect and process the prospectuses used during an initial public offering in six Latin American countries. These countries are Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru and Argentina. The selection of these countries is based on market
size, measured by market capitalization. Based on the information collected from
Bloomberg data base, the full sample for the period 1990-2014 is composed by
396 prospectuses: Argentina (27), Brazil (219), Chile (31), Colombia (15), Mexico (91), and Peru (13) ⁵. The prospectuses are hand-collected from data bases
available such Bloomberg and Thomson. I also search the information available in
country exchanges. Analyzing preliminary data, I observe a huge concentration of
IPOs for the period 2000-2014 with 334 prospectuses compared to 62 for the period 1990-1999. This result might be explained by the series of regulatory reforms
undertaken in Latin America during the first decade of the twenty first century in
order to enhance the financial market in the region (Chong and López-de Silanes,
2007). I decide to work with IPOs for the period 2000 – 2014 since: i) are representative of the full sample, ii) the structure of the prospectuses is more homogeneous, facilitating further analysis, iii) access to the prospectus files in databases
and stock exchanges is more reliable for this period. Among the 334 IPOs for the
period 2000 – 2014, 242 are reported by Bloomberg as trading, 77 as withdrawn,
13 as pending, and 2 as postponed. In this work I concentrate in the ones currently
trading. I finally collect and process 188 prospectuses from the most important
⁵This distribution reflects the dynamics and development of capital markets in the region.
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markets ⁶.
Table 3.3.1: IPO sample creation. This table reports the impact of various
data filters on initial IPO sample size
Source/filter
Final prospectus collected from country stock exchanges, and Bloomberg database 1990 - 2014
Include only the period 2000 - 2014
Reported in Bloomberg as withdrawn IPOs
Reported in Bloomberg as pending IPOs
Reported in Bloomber as postponed

Sample size

Obs removed

396
334
257
244
242

0
62
77
13
2

Source: Data collected from Bloomberg database.

There are two important facts to consider in the analysis. First, there is a natural
bias of the sample to Brazilian IPOs. For the period under study, the brazilian market was the most active in terms of new offers going to the market. 3.3.1 shows the
number of IPOs per country. Later I will consider a country effect in the analysis
to see if there is a significant difference between Brazilian IPOs and non Brazilian
IPOs. The second fact is a time effect in the analysis. Figure 3.3.2 shows the IPO
evolution for the period under study. There is an observed IPO wave before 2007
highly explained by the boom experienced in Brazil (Santos et al., 2009, Schiozer
et al., 2005).
The common price mechanism in Latin America is book-building. The underwriter and the issuer determine a price range and after a road show, selected potential investors make bids indicating the desired number of shares and the price
they are willing to pay. This process can last on average eight months up to three
years for those cases in which financial statements have not been previously audited. Table 3.3.2 shows some IPO characteristics. 70% of firms issuing IPOs
come from the consumer and financial sector. 84% of the stocks offered are common and declare in the prospectus their dividend policy. Although minority in the
type of stocks offered, there are also preference stocks, units, and Brazilian deposi⁶138 from Brazil, 15 from Chile, 8 from Colombia and 27 from Mexico. This is 78% of total
population.
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Figure 3.3.1: This figure shows the number of IPOs classified as trading in
Bloomberg for the period 2000-20014.

tary receipts. Units count ten and refer to those offers in which a combination of
common and preferred stocks are sold. As stated in chapter one, I define family
firm as the one in which the founder or a member of his family by either blood
or marriage is an officer, director, or blockholder, either individually or as a group
(Anderson et al., 2003). Family firms represent 55% of the sample under study. Finally, 47% of the issuing firms state in the prospectus the proceeds will be used to
strengthen the investment policy. In most of the cases capital expenditures, acquisitions or a combination of both. Only three firms declared in the prospectus the
intention to combine long term investment (CAPEX, acquisitions) with investments in working capital. Only 3% of the firms issuing an IPO use the proceeds to
change its capital structure and 35% combine investment and financing purposes.
⁷
⁷In this work I classify use of funds into investment policy and financing. In investment policy,
firms declare CAPEX, acquisitions, working capital or the combination of these. For financing they
usually refer to refinancing.
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Figure 3.3.2: This figure shows the number of IPOs per year for the period
2000-20014.
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Table 3.3.2: This table reports basic characteristics of firms going public in
Latin America during the period 2000-2014. Data collected from IPO prospectuses
Variable
Indusector

sectype

ffirm

ufunds

Levels
Consumer
Financial
Energy
Industrial
Technology
Utilities
Communications
Basic Materials
Diversified
all
Common
Preference
Units
BDR
all
No
Yes
all
Investment policy
Financing policy
Both
Other
all
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n
78
54
10
20
7
7
6
5
1
188
157
15
10
6
188
84
104
188
88
5
65
29
187

%
41.5
28.7
5.3
10.6
3.7
3.7
3.2
2.7
0.5
100.0
83.5
8.0
5.3
3.2
100.0
44.7
55.3
100.0
47.1
2.7
34.8
15.5
100.0

∑

%
41.5
70.2
75.5
86.2
89.9
93.6
96.8
99.5
100.0
83.5
91.5
96.8
100.0
44.7
100.0
47.1
49.7
84.5
100.0

3.4 IPO underpricing and sentiment analysis
In this section I explore the hypothesis proposed by Beatty and Ritter (1986) in
which the greater ex ante uncertainty, the higher expected return. I define first-day
return as the difference between offer price and 1-day after market closing price as
my dependent variable. My major concern is for the relation between first-day return and tone used by firms issuing an initial public offering. I use the weak-modal,
negative and uncertain word lists (uwn) proposed by Loughran and McDonald
(2011) to measure tone in the summary section of the prospectus as explained in
chapter one. I also combine the three lists since they all proxy the same attribute
(uncertainty) (Loughran and McDonald, 2013). In Table 3.4.1 I report descriptive statistics for offer, firm characteristics and tone measures. The mean percentage of negative, uncertain and weak-modal words in the summary section are 1%,
1.3% and 0.5% respectively. When the lists are combined, the mean percentage
is 2.3%. Although not reported, The mean percentage of negative, uncertain and
weak modal words for the risk section is higher as expected. The mean percentage of negative words is 2.7%, 2.5% for uncertain and 0.6% for weak-modal. When
combined, the mean percentage goes to 5.2%. The higher levels of uncertainty in
the risk factor section might correspond to the nature of the section as explained
in chapter one.
I also test the age of the firm (Ljungqvist and Jenkinson, 2003), use of proceeds
(Beatty and Ritter, 1986), number of risk factors (Beatty and Welch, 1996) and
offer size (Ritter, 1984) as company and offer characteristics used as ex ante proxies
of uncertainty. Age is estimated as the difference between the IPO announcement
year and founding year. The mean age of the Latin American firms undergoing
an initial public offering is 28. The oldest firm reported is 170 years. These firms
report on average 3 uses of proceeds. As stated previously, most of the proceeds
are used for long term investments such capital expenditures and acquisitions. The
highest number of uses reported is eight. The firms also report the number of risk
factors associated with the offering. These risks are at the firm, offering, sector and
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Table 3.4.1: Summary statistics for IPO sample, 2000-2014. The sample includes 188 Latin American IPOs. The sample is obtained from Bloomberg
database and stock exchanges. Age is calculated as the difference between
announcing year and founding year. Firm size is the natural log of total assets reported for the year previous the IPO. Use of proceeds is the number
of uses the firm will give to the proceeds collected in the IPO. Risk factors
is the number of risks reported in the prospectus. Negative, uncertain, weak
modal and uwn are tone measures calculated following a rule-based approach
in which each prospectus is scored based on a term frequency - inverse document frequency matrix. The score of prospectus i is given by the sum, over
the dictionary terms, of the number of times each term occurs in document i.

Statistic

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Max

First-day return
Age
Firm size
Use of proceeds
Risk factors
Negative tone
Uncertain tone
Weak modal tone
UWN tone

0.052
28.973
2.547
3.101
26.446
0.010
0.013
0.005
0.023

0.129
27.004
0.991
1.634
11.186
0.006
0.006
0.004
0.009

−0.200
0
−0.755
0
3
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.006

1.147
170
14.383
8
66
0.040
0.036
0.020
0.060
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country level. On average, the firms report three risks going up to four.
Table 3.4.2 reports the OLS regression results of first-day return as the dependent variable. In the first column, the combined list of uncertain, weak-modal and
negative words frequency is positive and significant in explaining first-day returns
⁸. The sign is as expected and presents empirical evidence of the power of tone as
a proxy of ex ante uncertainty for the Latin American market in the period 20002014 ⁹.
Columns two, three and four replicate model one but testing weak-modal, uncertainty and negative word list separately. I do not find statistical evidence of the
relation between weak-modal frequency with first-day return. One possible explanation for the non significance of weak modals is the fact that regulation on the
way the prospectus is written demands concrete everyday language in the prospectus. Words such “apparently”, “could”, “perhaps”, and “somewhat” are examples of
weak modals and its presence is not very common in the prospectus. The uncertainty frequency in the prospectus is positive and weakly significant in explaining
first-day returns. One explanation can be found in the nature of the list. Loughran
and McDonald (2011) built this list “with emphasis on the general notion of imprecision rather than exclusively focusing on risk”. Column four presents, similar
to model one, empirical evidence on the way language affects the value of an initial
public offering. The coefficient of negative tone is higher than the obtained when
the three word lists (uwn) are combined. The meaning of words affect the level of
uncertainty before going to the market and money left on the table by firms issuing
new assets.
The results for other proxies of uncertainty are as expected in sign but not significantly related to IPO underpricing. This result highlights the power of tone over
other variables to predict IPO underpricing (Loughran and McDonald, 2013).
Age is negatively related to first-day return. Potential investors can back up an
older firm in the intention of going public valuing better and reducing the level
⁸Higher first-day return implies more underpricing for the initial offer.
⁹Studying the Latin American market for the period 1980-1990, Aggarwal et al. (1993) found
Initial one-day returns of 78.5%, 16.7%, and 2.8% for Brazil, Chile, and Mexico.
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of underpricing. A higher number of uses is negatively related to first-day return.
This result is associated with a sense of diversification in which giving different uses
to the money collected reduces the uncertainty and the level of underpricing. The
number of risk factors is negatively linked to first-day return. This result is interesting if we take it as a true and effective intention from the issuer and underwriter
to reduce information asymmetry. The more risks freely reported in the IPO will
reduce de uncertainty and the level of underpricing. The result is not significant in
this model.
Offer size is positive and significantly, in models two to four, explaining first-day
returns. higher offers are associated with more risk and market discounts future
cash flows at a higher rate producing a higher level of underpricing. EBITDA is
positive and significantly linked to first-day return. I interpret this result as a signal
of IPO cost for those firms jumping the pecking order. Those firms with internal
funds are underpriced more by potential investors who doubt about the quality of
future projects. The other two financial variables, ROA and leverage, are not significantly related to underpricing. A possible explanation is the fact those variables
are oriented to the past of the company not future expectations. Considering this
is a pooled cross section, I use the dummy variable “crisis” to capture time effects
as suggested in chapter one. The variable is negative and significant indicating a
lower average underpricing before the financial crisis experienced in 2007.
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Table 3.4.2: Regressions with first-day return as the dependent variable with
tone measures, firm and offer characteristics, 2000 - 2014. The dependent
variable, First-day return, is the percentage change between offer price and
first-day closing price. Uwn, weak modal, uncertain and negative tone are
calcualed following a rule-based approach in which each prospectus is scored
based on a term frequency - inverse document frequency matrix. The score of
prospectus i is given by the sum, over the dictionary terms, of the number of
times each term occurs in document i. Age, use fo proceeds, risk factors, offer
size, EBITDA, ROA and leverage are taken as reported in the prospectus. The
dummy variable crisis takes the value of one for IPOs announced before 2007
and zero otherwise

Dependent variable:
First-day return
(1)
uwn

(2)

(3)

(4)

4.198∗∗∗
(1.077)
−1.854
(2.693)

weak modal

3.267∗∗
(1.542)

uncertain

5.238∗∗∗
(1.880)

negative

risk factors

−2.148
(2.118)

−1.931
(2.290)

−1.658
(2.201)

−1.425
(2.174)

offer size

1.334∗
(0.775)

1.827∗∗
(0.818)

1.945∗∗
(0.791)

1.556∗
(0.792)

ebitda

1.023∗∗
(0.458)

0.835∗
(0.483)

0.882∗
(0.475)

1.036∗∗
(0.473)

roa

7.208
(5.874)

8.554
(6.219)

6.217
(6.190)

9.657
(6.051)

leverage

−0.048
(0.156)

−0.081
(0.166)

−0.075
(0.162)

−0.057
(0.160)

−6.970∗∗∗
(1.779)

−6.878∗∗∗
(1.985)

−6.225∗∗∗
(1.850)

−7.058∗∗∗
(1.837)

130
0.250
0.194
4.454∗∗∗

130
0.172
0.110
2.778∗∗∗

130
0.190
0.129
3.129∗∗∗

130
0.211
0.152
3.571∗∗∗

crisis

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic
Note:

∗
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p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3.5 IPO underpricing and governance
In this section I study the effect of governance on the level of underpricing in latin
America. I begin studying this effect at a country level. Many authors have analyzed how the inclusion of governance reforms affect the level of underpricing
in emerging economies¹⁰. In general, all the works for developed and developing
markets report a reduction in IPO underpricing when governance rules at a country level are improved. I test this hypothesis for Latin America using the worldwide
governance indicators produced by Daniel kaufman and Aart Kraay. The six governance indicators are control of corruption, government effectiveness, political
stability, regulatory quality, rule of law, and voice and accountability. ¹¹
I do not expect all these indicators to be related to first-day return. I find voice
accountability, rule of law and regulatory quality more related to ex ante uncertainty and future performance of an IPO. Table 3.5.1 reports the regression results
of first-day return as the dependent variable and a set of explanatory variables including the three governance indicators. For the Latin American case, I do not find
empirical evidence of the power changes in governance institutions in explaining
the level of underpricing. In model one, the higher the ability of the government
to promote private sector development, the higher the underpricing in an initial
¹⁰Deb and Marisetty (2010) for the Indian market, Ekkayokkaya and Pengniti (2012) in Thailand, Hearn (2011) in west Africa.
¹¹Control of corruption is defined as perceptions of the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand forms of corruption, as well as “capture” of
the state by elites and private interests. Government effectiveness is the perception of the quality
of public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from political
pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the government’s commitment to such policies. Political stability measures the perception of the likelihood of
political instability and/or politically-motivated violence, including terrorism. Regulatory quality
captures perceptions of the ability of the government to formulate and implement sound policies
and regulations that permit and promote private sector development. Rule of Law captures perceptions of the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in
particular the quality of contract enforcement, property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as
the likelihood of crime and violence. Voice and Accountability captures perceptions of the extent
to which a country’s citizens are able to participate in selecting their government, as well as freedom
of expression, freedom of association, and a free media. See more on the way these indicators are
constructed at info.worldbank.org/governance.
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public offering. In model two, the more confidence in contract enforcement and
property rights the lower the underpricing. Finally in model three, higher freedom
of expression and media reduces information asymmetry and the level of underpricing. This is an interesting result if we consider the recent efforts in the region
to improve a legal environment and the poor development of capital markets. The
result supports the evidence found by Maquieira et al. (2012) in which the decision to issue equity in Latin America is firm-oriented rather than market-oriented
as it is in the US market. Firms undertake an initial public offering to send a signal
of good quality to the market or the feeling it is a cheaper source of funds. The
other variables report similar results as the ones found in table 3.4.2.
The apparent irrelevance of country level governance variable could be compensated by firm level governance decisions. Certo and Daily (2003), Certo et al.
(2001) state that boards send a signal to future investors reducing the uncertainty
and so underpricing. In this work I argue that corporate governance is not relevant
as a signal to future investors since it is a precondition to enter the market. Take
as an example the Brazilian market in which firms decide which corporate governance segment want to be (level one, level two, Novo Mercado, Bovespa Mais or
Bovespa Mais level two). The selection of the segment depends on the type of asset offered and the firms are required to adjust its legal and governance structure
such as board size and number of independence directors.
Chahine and Filatotchev (2008) find that board independence has a positive effect on the offer price. To Ding and Pukthuanthong (2013), the presence of independent directors and post-IPO share retention make monitoring more effective
reducing also underpricing.¹² Li and Naughton (2007) study the relationship between board characteristics and short and long term return of IPOs in China and
find a significant link between board size and IPO returns.
Table 3.5.2 regresses first-day return on board size, board independence, ownership concentration and the interaction with uncertainty in tone. I also include the
¹²Other board characteristics such presence of venture capitalists (Baker and Gompers, 2003),
non executive directors, (Filatotchev and Bishop, 2002), and top management team (Kroll et al.,
2007) have been studied as determinants of IPO performance.
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Table 3.5.1: Regressions with first-day returns as the dependent variable
with governance traits at a country level, firm and offer characteristics, 2000
- 2014. The dependent variable, First-day returns, is the percentage change
from the offer price to the closing price. Voice and accountability, regulatory quality and rule of law are worldwide governance indicators produced by
Daniel kaufman and Aart Kraay (info.worldbank.org/governance). Offer size,
risk factors, EBITDA, ROA and leverage are taken as reported in the prospectus. The dummy variable crisis takes the value of one for IPOs announced before 2007 and zero otherwise

Dependent variable:
First-day return
(1)
regulatory quality

(2)

(3)

3.614
(5.095)
−4.793
(5.602)

rule of law

−9.084
(6.470)

voice and accountability

uncertainty tone

4.048∗∗∗
(1.100)

4.275∗∗∗
(1.082)

3.892∗∗∗
(1.095)

offer size

1.305∗
(0.777)

1.296∗
(0.777)

1.028
(0.802)

risk factors

−2.058
(2.126)

−3.916
(2.960)

−4.016
(2.494)

ebitda

0.960∗∗
(0.467)

1.064∗∗
(0.461)

0.997∗∗
(0.456)

roa

7.521
(5.902)

6.741
(5.906)

7.572
(5.856)

leverage

−0.040
(0.157)

−0.044
(0.156)

−0.022
(0.157)

−7.549∗∗∗
(1.960)

−6.426∗∗∗
(1.891)

−8.004∗∗∗
(1.919)

130
0.250
0.201
5.054∗∗∗

130
0.252
0.202
5.092∗∗∗

130
0.259
0.210
5.297∗∗∗

crisis

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic
Note:

∗

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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variable “gov index” which aggregates the effect of regulatory quality, rule of law
and voice and accountability. Column one reports that none of firm governance
variables are statistically linked with first-day returns of Latin American IPOs. Board
size and ownership are positively related to underpricing. Higher board size affects
negatively the IPO issuer leaving money on the table. The same result is observed
for those firms in which the participation of first owner is high. Board independence affects positively the level of underpricing. More independent firms report
lower first-day returns favoring IPO issuers. Uncertainty in tone is positive and
significant as before. EBITDA results positive and non significant while offer size
is positive and significant in explaining first-day return as in previous models. The
control variable crisis is negative and significant confirming there is time effect.
More interesting is the result obtained in columns two, three and four. An open
question is if governance traits and tone in information disclosure are complement
or substitutes. when interacting with uncertainty, firm governance traits become
significant in explaining underpricing. This empirical result sheds light about how
these two firm level decisions can affect IPO valuation. Although governance traits
are a precondition to enter the market, as state before, their power is raised through
the tone used at the moment of writing the IPO prospectus. To the best of my
knowledge this is the first time the interaction between two firm-level decisions,
governance and tone in disclosure, is study for Latin American markets.
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Note:

p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

117
0.199
0.155
4.558∗∗∗

∗∗∗

p<0.01

117
0.208
0.164
4.805∗∗∗

117
0.235
0.194
5.644∗∗∗

−7.429∗∗∗
(2.039)

1.777∗
(0.905)

0.504
(0.519)

−0.258
(3.030)

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic

18.391∗∗
(7.767)

−7.368∗∗∗
(2.000)

1.561∗
(0.894)

0.721
(0.515)

−2.971
(2.775)

4.598
(3.895)

∗

−7.521∗∗∗
(1.993)

−7.647∗∗∗
(2.687)

117
0.217
0.159
3.749∗∗∗

1.852∗∗
(0.882)

1.876∗∗
(0.941)

1.372∗∗
(0.546)

0.496
(0.507)

−7.163∗
(4.215)

0.522
(0.532)

3.063∗∗∗
(1.125)

ownership:uncertainty tone

board independence:uncertainty tone

board size:uncertainty tone

crisis

offer size

ebitda

uncertainty tone

0.370
(5.851)

−8.758
(9.454)

gov index

0.783
(3.514)

1.567
(3.593)

ownership

0.909
(3.498)

−1.139
(5.791)

−42.495∗∗
(18.285)

−4.511
(5.801)

−1.195
(6.279)

board independence

(4)
0.627
(0.379)

(3)
0.430
(0.382)

−2.459∗
(1.285)

0.640
(0.398)

board size

First-day return
(2)

(1)

Dependent variable:

Table 3.5.2: Regressions with first-day returns as the dependent variable with governance traits at a firm level, firm and
offer characteristics, 2000 - 2014. The dependent variable, First-day returns, is the percentage change from the offer
price to the closing price. Board independence is the number of independent members over board size in terms of participants as reported in the prospectus. Board size is the number of directors as reported in the prospectus. Underwriters
is calculated as the number of underwriters participating in the offer as reported in the prospectus. The dummy variable
crisis takes the value of one for IPOs announced before 2007 and zero otherwise.

3.6 IPO underpricing and family firms
In this final section I explore the role family firms play in IPO underpricing for
Latin American firms. Issuing new shares can imply the separation of ownership
and control. The entrepreneur continues maximizing her utility assuming just a
fraction of costs associated with non pecuniary benefits (Jensen and Meckling,
1976).
Stoughton and Zechner (1998) proposed a model in which underpricing is used
to reduce agency costs by stimulating the participation of institutional investors
who can then improve monitoring. To Stoughton and Zechner (1998), the issuers
both benefit and assume the cost of private benefits of control. If private benefits
are to be lower than agency costs after going public, the IPO issuer needs to attract
the attention of institutional investors. I argue that family firms are prone to private
benefits and so they might be interested in moderating tone in the prospectus to
underprice the asset and attract institutional investors. The model must be seen in
two stages. In the first stage a family firm attracts institutional investors to improve
monitoring during the initial public offering. The presence of these investors reduce agency costs associated with the fact of being family firms and improve future
valuation.
Table 3.6.1 reports the OLS regression results with first-day return as the dependent variable and a set of firm and offer characteristics as explanatory variables.
Family firm results positive and non significant in explaining the level of underpricing. This result is compatible with the idea in which family firms tend to underprice the offer to either attract institutional investors and improve monitoring
or as stated by Brennan and Franks (1997), underprice to dilute ownership and
keep control.
More interesting is the result obtained with the interaction between uncertainty
and family firms. For non family firms, the slope coefficient of uncertainty results
positive and significant in explaining underpricing. This result is as expected since
higher level of ex-ante uncertainty implies lower valuation (higher underpricing).
For family firms, this slope coefficient is still positive but much lower than for fam87

ily firms. The result indicates somehow a favorable situation for family firms in
Latin America facing lower levels of underpricing than non-family firms. I interpret this situation as a reputation effect of family on market valuation. This result is
in the same line as the one found by González et al. (2012) who studied the effect
of family involvement in financial performance finding that family firms exhibit,
on average, better performance than non-family. As far as I know, this is the first
time the effect of family firms is studied in IPO performance for Latin American
markets.
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Table 3.6.1: Regressions with first-day returns as the dependent variable with
firm and offer characteristics, 2000 - 2014. The dependent variable, First-day
returns, is the percentage change from the offer price to the closing price. Uncertainty and negative tone are calcualed following a rule-based approach in
which each prospectus is scored based on a term frequency - inverse document frequency matrix. The score of prospectus i is given by the sum, over
the dictionary terms, of the number of times each term occurs in document
i. Family firm is a dummy variable taking the value of one if the firm is categorized as family firm, zero otherwise. I define family firm following Anderson
et al. (2003), as those in which the founder or a member of his or her family
by either blood or marriage is an officer, director, or blockholder, either individually or as a group. Other firm variables are as reported in the prospectus.
The dummy variable crisis takes the value of one for IPOs announced before
2007 and zero otherwise.
Dependent variable:
First-day return
uncertainty

5.773∗∗∗
(1.881)

family firm

0.098
(0.061)

risk factors

−0.099∗∗∗
(0.025)

leverage

−0.001
(0.002)

roa

0.092
(0.059)

crisis

−0.085∗∗∗
(0.023)

uncertainty*family firm

−5.775∗∗
(2.522)

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic

147
0.210
0.170
5.268∗∗∗

Note:

∗

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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3.7 Robustness
To complement the previous analysis, I perform some changes in the regression
model specification. First, I analyze how the effect of uncertainty in tone persists
through time. In Table 3.7.1 I estimate three models changing the dependent
variable. First-day return is, as before, the percentage change from offer price to
first-day closing price. First-week and First-month are calculated as the percentage change from offer price to first week and first month closing price respectively.
In the three models, uncertainty in tone is significant and positively related to IPO
underpricing. The effect of tone persists during the first day, week and month.
The results seem to indicate an increase in the predictive power of tone over underpricing. However, it is important to recognize that changes in market prices
are determined by other forces, different than tone, the longer the firm is in the
market.
Considering this is a pooled cross section, I include the dummy variables “country” and “crisis” to analyse, particularly, how the results change between Brazilian,
the biggest country in the sample, and non Brazilian IPOs. The dummy variable
captures the time effect before and after the financial crisis experienced in 2007.
As it was shown in figure 3.3.1, there was an IPO wave in Latin America before
this period. The variable country is positive and significant in the three models.
I interpret this result as follows. The average underpricing for non Brazilian firms
is lower then for Brazilian firms. This can be explain by the higher supply of IPOs
experienced in Brazil for the period under study. Concerning time, the variable is,
as before, negative and significant in explaining IPO underpricing. The level of underpricing experienced by firms was lower before the financial crisis. The average
underpricing is reduced by 6% for IPOs before crisis. This market effect persists
significantly during the first week and becoming not significant at the end of the
first month. I finally study the change in the slope coefficient of uncertainty in tone
between Brazilian and non Brazilian IPOs. I observe a lower uncertainty in tone
for Brazilian firms than non Brazilian firms.
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Table 3.7.1: Regressions with first-day, first-week and first-month returns
as the dependent variable. The dependent variable, is the percentage change
from the offer price to the closing price for the first day, week and month respectively. Uncertainty tone is calcualed following a rule-based approach in
which each prospectus is scored based on a term frequency - inverse document frequency matrix. The score of prospectus i is given by the sum, over
the dictionary terms, of the number of times each term occurs in document i.
Country is a dummy variable taking the value of one for Brazilian IPOs and
zero other wise. Risk factors is the number of risks associated with the offer declared in the prospectus. Offer size and EBITDA are as declared in the
prospectus. The dummy variable crisis takes the value of one for IPOs announced before 2007 and zero otherwise.
Dependent variable:
First-day return

First-week return

(1)

(2)

(3)

uncertainty tone

9.620∗∗∗
(2.463)

9.549∗∗∗
(2.790)

14.011∗∗∗
(3.639)

country

0.176∗∗
(0.074)

0.171∗∗
(0.084)

0.311∗∗∗
(0.109)

risk factors

−0.011
(0.021)

−0.027
(0.023)

−0.025
(0.031)

offer size

0.013
(0.008)

0.009
(0.009)

0.013
(0.011)

ebitda

0.008∗
(0.004)

0.012∗∗
(0.005)

0.020∗∗∗
(0.006)

crisis

−0.069∗∗∗
(0.017)

−0.060∗∗∗
(0.020)

−0.035
(0.026)

uncertainty:country

−7.873∗∗∗
(2.665)

−7.424∗∗
(3.018)

−11.959∗∗∗
(3.937)

142
0.262
0.224
6.800∗∗∗

141
0.213
0.171
5.136∗∗∗

141
0.202
0.160
4.823∗∗∗

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic

∗

Note:
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First-month return

p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

3.8 Conclusions
This chapter studies the relationship between corporate governance, uncertainty
tone and performance for initial public offerings in Latin America during the period 2000 - 2014. I set up a situation in which a potential investor is collecting
information to decide about an initial public offering. Most of the information
available is in the IPO prospectus the issuing firm has prepared. The prospectus
presents current situation an future expectations about the firm according to the
issuing firm and the underwriter.
A number of results become apparent from the regression analysis. First, I find
empirical evidence of the link between uncertainty tone in the IPO prospectus and
the level of underpricing of initial public offerings. This evidence for Latin American IPOs supports the findings of Loughran and McDonald (2013) in terms of
using tone as a proxy for ex ante uncertainty. I find empirical evidence of the persistence of this effect at least during the first month of being public. Second, I do
not find empirical evidence of the power changes in governance institutions in explaining the level of underpricing. This is an interesting result if we consider the
recent efforts in the region to improve a legal environment and the poor development of capital markets (Chong and López-de Silanes, 2007). The result supports
the evidence found by Maquieira et al. (2012) in which the decision to issue equity
in Latin America is firm-oriented rather than market-oriented as it is in the US market. Firms undertake an initial public offering to send a signal of good quality to the
market or the feeling it is a cheaper source of funds. Third, I explore the role of firm
level governance traits to see how much these variables can affect IPO valuation in
Latin America. In this work I find none of firm governance variables are statistically linked with first-day returns of Latin American IPOs. When interacting with
uncertainty in tone, firm governance traits become significant in explaining underpricing. This empirical result sheds light about how these two firm level decisions
can affect IPO valuation. Finally, I explore the role of family firms in Latin American IPOs. Although not significant, the average underpricing for family firms is
slightly higher than for not family firms. Take it with caution, this empirical evi92

dence for Latin American firms supports at first the previous idea in which family firms tend to underprice the offer to either attract institutional investors and
improve monitoring or as stated by Brennan and Franks (1997), underprice to dilute ownership and keep control. When uncertainty in tone interacts with a family firm type, I find that for non family firms, the slope coefficient of uncertainty
results positive and significant in explaining underpricing. For family firms, this
slope coefficient is still positive but much lower than form family firms. This result
indicates somehow a favorable situation for family firms in Latin America facing
lower levels of underpricing than non family firms. I interpret this situation as a
reputation effect of family on market valuation.
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